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19
20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

(Gavel.) The Council's Committee on Budget

21

and Finance will come to order.

22

this morning we have Mr. Kane, Mr. Arakawa, Ms.

23

Johnson, Mr. Molina, and Mr. Nishiki.

24

excuses Mr. Carroll, Mr. Kawano, and Ms. Tavares.

25

Let the record show

The Chair

Members, this morning we have the Department
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of Fire before our review for the initial pass.

2

this time Budget Director Yoshimura, any opening

3

comments?
DEPARTMENT OF FIRE CONTROL

4

5

At

MS. YOSHIMURA:

Good morning, Mr. Chair, Members.

This

6

morning we have Mr. Joe Parrott, who did an

7

evaluation of the Fire Department back in September

8

and October of last year, and he will be doing a

9

presentation for you on the results of that

10
11

evaluation.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

12
13
14

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Chief Ishikawa, any opening comments for the
Committee at this time?
MR. ISHIKAWA:

I would just like to reiterate the

Joe

15

Parrott's presentation.

16

Department.

17

learned from it, fire fighters learned.

18

presentation done yesterday for our Department and

19

Mr. Parrott and his crew did a good job.

20
21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

It's an evaluation of our

I think it's an evaluation where I

Okay.

We had a

Are you going to be having your

guest give us a presentation now?

22

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Yes.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Before we take a short recess to set

24

up for the presentation, Members, Ms. Diaz, do we

25

have anyone signed up for public testimony?
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4

Members, there is no public testimony --

2

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

You need to -- Yeah.

Thank you, Mr.

Yeah.

Did we pay for this?

And

what was the reason for it?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

11
12

Did we pay for this out of our --

Microphone, please.

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

9

10

Yes, Mr. Nishiki.

Nishiki.

7

8

Chair.

question.
MR.

ISHIKAWA:

You would need to ask the chief that
Chief Ishikawa.
This was paid out of our budget and we

13

needed to see an evaluation of our Department.

14

stated, you know, with prior budgets that I came

15

down and asked for positions, we were denied.

16

thought a third-party opinion of our Department

17

would be more objective and we can learn from it.

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

20

MR.

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

22

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

ISHIKAWA:

No.
Okay.

We -- this is an evaluation of the

23

Department and the second half of this is the

24

strategic planning for our Department.

25

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

I

So this is not a lobbying effort

to justify what you want?

19

As I

Thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you, Mr. Nishiki.

Members, the Chair will call a short recess

2
3

to allow the presentation to be set up, and then

4

we'll reconvene.

5

Chair.

(Gavel.)

9: 07 a.m.

6

RECESS:

7

RECONVENE:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

Recess subject to the call of the

9 : 09 a. m.

(Gavel.)

We shall reconvene the Budget

Committee meeting for the morning of March 28th.
Chief Ishikawa, can you introduce your

10
11

consultant and -- Yeah, use the microphone, please,

12

chief.

13

MR. ISHIKAWA:

And then we can start your presentation.
What we have is Joe Parrott from the

14

Emergency Services Education and Consulting Group.

15

It is a firm that we contracted to do a Fire

16

Department evaluation.

17

conducting a strategic plan.

18

Oregon and he will be doing this presentation.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And after this we will be
Mr. Parrott is from

Thank you, chief.

20

Mr. Parrott, if you could start your -- maybe

21

give a brief introduction of yourself and then start

22

your presentation, please.

23

MR. PARROTT:

Thank you very much.

I'll be making a

24

presentation from behind you due to some technical

25

limitations.

Someone needs to run the computer.
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1

Very quickly in the -- by way of introduction, I

2

work for Emergency Services Consulting Group.

3

their senior consultant.

4

business since 1975.

5

evaluation, strategic planning, merger consolidation

6

studies, dispatch center studies, emergency medical

7

service review, police department reviews, and a

8

variety of other public safety consulting work all

9

across the country and into Canada.

I

am

Our firm has been in

We do fire department

We were asked

10

to provide this service to your Fire Department and

11

today I would like to present the results of that

12

evaluation.

13

was expressed earlier, an effort to promote any of

14

their budget requests, although I think you will see

15

some similarities between our findings and what they

16

are asking for essentially as a result of some of

17

our findings.

18

This is very much not, as the concern

In the interests and out of respect for your

19

limited time, I will keep these remarks fairly

20

concise.

21

in the handout that was presented to you.

22

time you have questions or would like clarification,

23

please feel free to stop me and ask that.

24
25

You do have a copy of each of these slides
If at any

Our review of the organization really
encompassed a 360-degree look at how they're doing
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1

business and how well they're doing business and

2

providing service.

3

organization, management, planning, risk management,

4

personnel management, staffing, and organizational

5

design, as well how well they're managing their

6

capital resources, how good of an emergency response

7

system they provide, the training functions,

8

prevention, public education, facilities, apparatus

9

and equipment, and a variety of other things.

We looked at functions of

fire

We

10

reviewed these different elements based on

11

nationally recognized criteria, National Fire

12

Protection Association Accreditation Standards, ISO,

13

Federal, State law, and what we call generally

14

accepted standards of professional practice, the

15

best of the best in the industry.

16

In terms of the organization itself, it's

17

staffed with 243 very hard-working people.

We were

18

very impressed by the enthusiasm and dedication to

19

public safety and service that we found in these

20

people as we were talking with them.

21

talk to probably close to 100 people within the

22

organization and at least 20 or 30 outside of the

23

organization in other County departments.

24

operate 13 fire stations on three islands, a service

25

population of about 172,000.

And we did

They

We look at service
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1

population as both residents as well as visitors.

2

And visitors, obviously, is a very significant part

3

of that population number.

4

emergencies, people need service, and so as we look

5

at workload, we need to compare it to the people

6

that are here, not necessarily just the residents.

People create

7

You have an insurance rating -- An insurance

8

rating is very important to the overall cost of the

9

fire protection because buying fire insurance is

10

just a -- is a piece of that and in some cases a

11

very significant piece.

12

5 or 6 is pretty good for those areas that have fire

13

hydrant protection.

14

nonexistent fire service and results in some

15

relatively expensive fire insurance costs.

16

would be in areas without fire hydrants.

17

certainly an opportunity for the Department to look

18

at in the future,

19

something lower.

20

Your insurance rating of 4,

The class 9 rating is close to

And that
And that's

is how to reduce that 9 rating to

Twenty-five response units are positioned in

21

those 13 fire stations.

The equipment generally is

22

in very good condition.

There's been a lot of work

23

over the last several years to try and upgrade and

24

improve that, and you're to be congratulated for

25

helping support that effort.
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9

The Department provides a variety of services

2

typically associated with what fire departments do:

3

Fire suppression, emergency medical service, rescue,

4

fire prevention activities, hazardous materials

5

response, all things that are appropriate for a fire

6

department to provide.

7

review that looked like something that the Fire

8

Department ought not be involved in, so they are

9

doing all of those things that are appropriate.

10

We found nothing in this

Organizationally they're a bit challenged.

11

Their current organizational structure has some

12

issues of span of control, some staffing

13

deficiencies in areas that are really important to

14

providing good operations, and I will talk about

15

those a bit more later in the presentation.

16

The Fire Department spends about $13 million

17

annually to provide service.

18

that money for direct to the street delivery of

19

service operations.

20

money spent, 83 percent is on people.

21

very typical to fire departments across the country.

22

In relation to other Hawaii fire departments,

They use 88 percent of

And of the total amount of
And this is

23

your cost of doing business as measured by a couple

24

of different criteria is very comparable to the

25

other island fire departments.
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1

higher, Honolulu is about the same in terms of cost

2

per property, a little lower in terms of cost per

3

person.

4

more expensive, but the difference there is they

5

also provide the ambulance transportation and

6

because of that they have higher costs, and that's

7

quite appropriate.

8

departments, you're right on target.

The Hawaii Fire Department is quite a bit

So in relation to the other

As we look at workload, we certainly want to

9
10

pay attention to what workload is going to do over

11

time.

12

various entities within the State that do this kind

13

of work that by the year 2025 your service

14

population, visitors and residents,

15

be about 243,000, which is a fairly sizeable

16

increase.

17

long-range plan, its strategic plan, it will need to

18

pay attention to this number to make sure it has the

19

resources and has the capability to deliver service

20

to this growing population.

21

We know from information provided by the

is expected to

As the Department looks to building its

One of the issues that we found was causing

22

particular struggles within the organization was

23

that of communications and primarily internal

24

communications.

25

the Department is across three islands with some

Being as geographically diverse as
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1

long travel distances to stations, getting

2

information to and from people is a very -- is a

3

significant challenge.

4

are some opportunities improve that situation

5

through the use of technology and even something as

6

simple as an employee newsletter.

7

important that the people within the organization

8

know what's going on, have effective means of not

9

only receiving information, but getting information

10

And we're suggesting there

It's very

back through the chain of command.
Externally, the public also needs to be kept

11
12

informed of what's going on within the organization,

13

what's going on that may affect their degree of

14

safety.

15

provide a significant source of information,

16

community newsletters, and we've suggested that at

17

the fire station level community outreach programs

18

can be delivered and -- delivered that would be

19

very, very effective.

20

You have a website that can be expanded to

Planning is a very important part of any

21

organization, as you well know.

We will be

22

following this evaluation with the facilitation of

23

the development of a long-range plan for the Fire

24

Department.

25

first look or the first part of that effort.

And really this evaluation is -- is the
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1

the independent review that lets the organization

2

know what -- how they compare with the delivery of

3

service nationally and things that they might be

4

able to do to improve.

5

strategic plan, Maui County Fire -- Department of

6

Fire Control will, in fact, be unique in the

7

industry.

8

kind of work, and Chief Ishikawa is to be

9

congratulated for initiating this effort.

10

On conclusion of their

Relatively few fire departments do this

You have a variety of community plans as well

11

as general -- a General Plan that describe

12

development standards and things that you build into

13

community development to make life better and make

14

the community more livable.

15

certainly opportunity for a stronger presence of

16

fire safety issues within those plans, things that

17

would deal with street widths, addressing, building

18

heights, built-in fire protection and the like, and

19

we would encourage that to happen.

20

We think there is

You have a very good Civil Defense Agency.

21

What is also a challenge for your Fire Department is

22

the fact that they are totally on their own.

23

event of an emergency, there is no outside help

24

within the time frames that they need to receive it.

25

Unlike mainland fire departments where in my own
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1

fire department if I needed help, I could call my

2

neighbor, and if I needed more help,

3

other neighboring fire departments, that's not an

4

opportunity here, so you really need to be

5

self-sufficient.

6

a very good job in building resources and building

7

partnerships amongst the various public and private

8

entities that can help in an emergency situation.

9

So, again, congratulations for that.

10

I could call

Your Civil Defense Agency is doing

There's a variety of other planning things

11

that the Fire Department needs to look at

12

specifically, including preincident plans, hazardous

13

materials planning, and the like.

14

Safety Commission that provides some oversight of

15

the Fire Department operation.

16

opportunity to expand that role and make them more

17

of a community-based process to allow their role to

18

be more active with the organization to assist with

19

the long-range planning, to help define standards of

20

performance and levels of performance, to help

21

monitor that over time, and then to develop

22

recommendations to the Mayor and to you for things

23

that would be worthwhile in terms of improvements

24

for the Fire Department.

25

You have a Public

We think there's an

There is a program of accredited -- called
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1

accreditation.

It's a national program that allows

2

fire departments to submit themselves through a

3

process.

4

Commission on Fire Accreditation International.

5

requires a demonstration of conformance to a variety

6

of standards.

7

improvements of departmental systems and practices

8

and certainly achieving accreditation is a very

9

significant professional accomplishment.

It's developed and sponsored by the
It

The results typically are the

We're

10

recommending that the Department do that as, again,

11

just another piece of its improvement effort.

12

need to recognize, though, that this is a very major

13

undertaking and shouldn't be entered into without

14

the awareness of that.

You

We reviewed the risk management practices of

15
16

the organization.

Nothing is accomplished without

17

risk.

18

mitigate the risk through training and safety

19

programs, we need to accept the risk and understand

20

that if something bad happens, we're going to be

21

paying for that, or we transfer that risk through

22

insurance programs.

23

risk management operation reviewing the various

24

programs.

25

information about employee injuries that would allow

And recognizing that, we need to either

We spent some time with your

We were a little concerned of the lack of
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1

targeted information -- targeted prevention programs

2

to be developed that specifically address things

3

that are hurting fire fighters and we've recommended

4

that that records keeping be improved.

5

You currently do not insure fire apparatus

6

and in the event of a catastrophic loss of a

7

vehicle, the replacement of that vehicle is going to

8

be a budget hit of anywhere between 375 and

9

$400,000.

Currently there are no reserves and no

10

insurance to cover that, so it would be a

11

substantial impact on a budget if a loss occurred.

12

There are other things that we noted:

13

Pollution liability, medical malpractice and some

14

other property risks that we thought a thorough

15

review of risk managements and activities and

16

coverages ought to be conducted.

17

In terms of personnel management, the

18

Department as well as the Personnel Department in

19

your organization do good work for the people in the

20

organization.

21

issues that ought to be addressed.

22

promotions process through the definition of minimum

23

education and experience requirements,

24

promotional selection process so that, in fact,

25

people selected to higher level positions have a

There are some challenges and some
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2

16

greater opportunity for success.
Health and safety programs are a very

3

important part of fire service.

It is a dangerous

4

occupation.

5

thankfully, but it is still up there.

6

nearly half of all fire fighter on-duty deaths are

7

the result of a heart attack, and half of those had

8

preexisting heart conditions.

9

that we ought to be doing more in the way of

It is not the most dangerous,
We know that

That really suggests

10

screening and fitness activities.

11

it is recommended by both national standards and

12

good practice periodic medical and physical capacity

13

testing.

14

And specifically

As I mentioned earlier, the Department is a

15

bit challenged -- actually, more than a bit

16

challenged through its own design to provide the

17

good services that they need.

18

the street level delivery of fire services to the

19

public, but in terms of supporting those folks,

20

terms of supporting the stations and the captains

21

and the fire fighters.

22

that exist.

23

within the organization.

24

has a 1 to 9 supervision ratio.

25

are working about 1 to 14, and those 14 are spread

And not so much at

in

There are a number of issues

The span of control of various leaders
The deputy chief, in fact,
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1

out over the entire three islands, making it very

2

difficult for them to effectively communicate with

3

their subordinates.

4

I mentioned, all of these combine to really

5

challenge effective supervision and communications.

6

The geographic distribution, as

There are a number of people within the

7

organization with very important jobs that they

8

simply don't have adequate time to do because of the

9

various other activities that they're asked to

10

perform.

And there is a -- what we would consider

11

to be a lack of clerical support, requiring people

12

who ought to be doing other things to be diverted

13

and doing their own kinds of clerical activities,

14

things that should actually be done with people with

15

the skills and capability to do that much better.

16

We're recommending a change in the

17

organization moving it to a more divisionalized

18

program that provides adequate staffing in several

19

key areas, particularly in logistics, the supply of

20

equipment and materials to the fire stations, and in

21

training.

22

consider to be seriously understaffed.

And I'll

23

talk more about that just a bit later.

What we

24

tried to design was an organization that had

25

effective span of control and supervision with the

Training is an area that is -- we
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1

right number of people to match workload and an

2

appropriate division of responsibility.
Capital assets.

3

The Department has a

4

substantial investment in facilities and in rolling

5

stock.

6

good to very not so good and substantially in need

7

of improvement.

8

tendency towards flooding.

9

deferred maintenance issues.

Fire stations range in condition from very

A couple of stations that have a
There are a number of
One of the things we

10

really get concerned about is the degree to which

11

personnel and the equipment they wear are exposed to

12

diesel fumes.

13

exposure can lead to long-term health issues.

14

so there are things that need to be fixed in that

15

area.

16

equipment being done in kitchen sinks because of

17

lack of separate facilities to do that.

18

presents a significant health risk.

19

general livability concerns.

20

Diesel is a known carcinogen and any
And

There is some cleaning of contaminated

A long-term plan is needed.

Again, that

And just

It ought to

21

include a variety of things including looks at

22

station locations, any new stations, improvements

23

and, of course, the big one, how to finance that

24

effort over the long term.

25

well with its apparatus.

The Department is doing
It has a limited
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1

availability of good relief equipment, although that

2

is changing and changing in the short term because

3

of efforts that are already under way.

4

recommending some practices including apparatus

5

rotation to help increase useful life.

6

also recommending some changes in the type of

7

apparatus some of the stations are using,

8

particularly in the more remote areas with the

9

skinnier streets, more difficult access ways.

We're

And we're

We're

10

recommending that the Department thoroughly study

11

what its needs are and that I'm sure will be a big

12

piece of the upcoming strategic plan.
There are some significant cost implications.

13
14

And as you ponder your budget, these would be very

15

important to keep in mind.

16

had been setting aside money in a reserve fund,

17

would need to ensure that you're setting aside

18

adequate money to deal with the $7 million fleet of

19

vehicles.

20

to that fund of about approximately $377,000 each

21

year in order to replace apparatus with cash in the

22

bank.

23

you would have about just a little over $4 million

24

in the bank currently based on the current ages of

25

apparatus and when they would need to be replaced.

If you have -- if you
you

An annual contribution would be required

And had you been setting aside this money,
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It's a substantial amount of money and certainly a

2

plan is necessary to help develop that capability.

3

I want to spend a little bit of time sharing

4

with you the emergency response system.

5

Historically response activity has grown primarily

6

in one area.

7

have remained relatively flat over the last five

8

years and, in fact,

9

roughly the same as 1996.

As you can see, the fire responses

last year 2000 numbers were
Other responses, the

10

public assists and such, again have also remained

11

relatively flat.

12

in terms of demand from the population is emergency

13

medical response.

14

likely will continue to do that over the long term.

15

It's the most popular thing your Fire Department

16

does, it's the most frequent delivery of service,

17

and certainly paying attention to that and

18

delivering that in the best fashion possible will be

19

important.

The service that's really growing

It's increased substantially and

As you can see by that chart, the top bar is

20
21

the medical responses.

You can see how much greater

22

that is than any other types.

23

there are some relatively slow units, Hana and

24

others.

25

the most active.

Responses by unit,

The station in Kahului is -- Engine 6 is
None of these would be considered
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1

to be overworked by fire service standards and so

2

we're not looking at any situation where -- excuse

3

me, Kihei is Engine 6.

4

these -- like I said, none of these units are

5

overworked, so there is additional capacity

6

available within them.

7

My mistake.

None of

Responses tend to be distributed fairly

8

evenly across the year.

Sunday is a very busy day

9

for the Fire Department compared to other days in

10

the week.

11

responses that are made by hour of day.

12

workload occurs between 9:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m.

13

That's important to remember because it does have

14

implications for future staffing.

15

to look at staffing 24 hours a day when really our

16

workload is only in a smaller part of that day.

17

But certainly what's interesting is the
The primary

We may not want

I want to talk just real quickly about fire

18

service and how -- how we design systems.

It's

19

really an equation of people plus equipment plus

20

time equals an effective response.

21

people with the right equipment there quick enough

22

to do an effective job.

23

important.

24

temperatures within that environment grow quickly

25

and the only way we can stop that from occurring is

Getting enough

Response time is very

We know in a building fire that the
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1

to apply water.

Based on the science behind this we

2

have roughly 7 minutes to arrive and begin that

3

cooling process before something very significant

4

happens within that building called flashover.

5

that occurs, we've gone from a small fire to a very

6

large fire that's going to be -- create substantial

7

damage to the building and we've also ended up with

8

an environment within that building that no longer

9

can support human life.

When

So if we are going to have

10

an opportunity for a rescue, we must be there within

11

that time prior to flashover.

12

Cardiac arrest has very similar time

13

situations, as you can see from that chart developed

14

by the American Heart Association.

15

your chances of recovering from that cardiac arrest

16

decrease quickly.

17

only have about a 50-percent chance of being

18

resuscitated, and it goes down rapidly from there.

19

So we try and design systems that will deliver the

20

qualified people to the scene of an emergency within

21

that time frame.

22

Association issued a standard on which they provide

23

recommendations on what that ought to be.

24

look at response time, they're recommending that

25

arrival of the first unit occur within 5 minutes 90

As time passes,

At about the 4-minute mark you

Recently National Fire Protection
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1

percent of the time and the full assignment to a

2

structure fire arrive within 8 minutes 90 percent of

3

the time.

4

than that.

5

30 percent of the emergencies that occur.

6

90th percentile it's almost 15 minutes or less.

7

there's a long ways to go there to achieve that

8

target objective.

9

Engine 4 is about the best at 8 minutes 90 percent

Currently your performance is much less
At 5 minutes you're only reaching about
At the
So

By station, Engine 6 is -- or

The Hana Station, Engine 7,

10

of the time.

is running

11

about 36 minutes 90 percent of the time.

12

some very difficult geography and some very long

13

travel distances.

14

of the emergencies responded to that are time

15

sensitive are actually getting that level of

16

response that's recommended by the national standard

17

setting.

They have

So as you can see, not too many

Here's the problem, and it is in terms of

18
19

cover.

The green shaded area in -- that surrounds

20

the red dot which is the fire station is the

21

4-minute travel zone.

22

about 1 minute for personnel to get on the vehicles

23

and begin a response, that is all the further they

24

can travel in that total 5-minute time period.

25

There's a lot of Lanai that's not within that area.

So if we assume it takes
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1

There's a lot of Molokai that's not within that

2

area.

3

within that area.

4

fire stations and certainly a level of service issue

5

that you will have to wrestle with at some point in

6

the future,

7

And there's a lot of this island that is not
It's an issue of distribution of

just how good will you want them to be.

Staffing is also important.

It's the other

8

piece of the equation.

There are minimum

9

recommendations for the number of fire fighters that

10

need to be delivered, again they're recommending

11

within that 8 minute time frame.

12

small outbuildings, car fires and the like, minimum

13

of 6 people.

14

commercial, a minimum of 15.

15

buildings, larger shopping centers, motels,

16

apartments and the like, 20.

17

significant industrial facilities and such up to 53.

18

In most cases your Fire Department can do that.

19

There are some exceptions.

20

5 personnel on duty depending on the day and the

21

next available help is 2 hours away.

22

the folks in Hana are on their own.

23

situation.

24

not quite to what's recommended for a moderate risk

25

fire or single family residential.

On low-risk fires,

On single family residential,

small

On high risk

And high rise

Hana there are only 4 or

So essentially
Lanai, same

Molokai is a little better, but, again,
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1

are only available in those areas if that response

2

unit is not already committed to another emergency.

3

And if it is, then the numbers decrease

4

significantly clear to zero.

5

alternatives that are available and ought to be

6

explored as part of this upcoming strategic planning

7

process to improve staffing capability in these --

8

in these more remote areas.

There are some

You have a good emergency medical services

9

10

system.

Its transportation is provided by AMR,

11

private company.

12

provide a good level of service.

13

Department is actively involved in that through a

14

first response program that's a very effective way

15

of doing emergency medical service business.

16

Training levels of your Fire Department personnel

17

are creating some system inefficiencies.

18

Fire Department arrives first,

19

patient does not need transportation,

20

have the authority to cancel that ambulance that's

21

responding in.

22

utilization of ambulances and help that resource be

23

more effective and more efficient.

24

recommending that your Fire Department fire fighters

25

increase their level of medical training to at least

They are doing good work.

If they did,

524-2090

They

Your Fire

If the

determines the
they do not

it would decrease the
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1

E MT, emer gency medi cal tech nicia n leve l.

2

Ultim ately a clea r defin ition of what leve l of

3

serv ice shou ld be prov ided need s to be deve loped
and

4

that again will be recom mend ed to you as part
of the

5

strat egic plann ing proc ess.

6

diffe rent for urban , subu rban and rura l area s,
but

7

certa inly it is neede d in orde r to prov ide the

8

plann ing and direc tion that the

9

Depa rtmen t shou ld have .

Cert ainly it will be

that the Fire

And they will need to do an

10

addi tiona l -- addi tiona l work in data colle ction
to

11

be able to verif y and prove it.

12

The area of train ing is a part icula r

13

chall enge for the orga nizat ion and one that we're

14

recom mend ing the most imme diate work for.

15

sign ifica ntly unde rstaf fed and the resu lts are

16

show ing up in -- in the numb ers.

17

mate rial.

18

the deliv ery of good train ing and the train ing
staf f

19

them selve s are spend ing way too much time on

20

nont raini ng activ ities .

21

need addi tiona l resou rces.

22

avai lable and the time that these two peop le spend

23

on train ing, there is reall y less than 1 perso
n

24

doing train ing for the entir e orga niza tion, a
1 to

25

376 ratio esse ntial ly.

It is

They 're using good

They have very few faci litie s to supp ort

To be effe ctive they will
Base d on what 's

We'r e recom mend ing at leas t
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1

a 1 to 100 or if not better than that in order to

2

deliver good service.

3

is a factor in that, industry standards recommend

4

about 240 hours of ongoing training per year.

5

average amount of training received per person was

6

53 hours.

7

training, better -- more training opportunities and

8

more higher quality training will be really

9

important.

Part of what we're seeing is

The

So additional support to provide better

An approved program is needed, including

10

a plan and the support and a regular evaluation of

11

competency.

12

Fire prevention is very important, it is the

13

thing that eliminates -- it doesn't eliminate the

14

need, but certainly reduces the need for fire

15

suppression resources.

16

prevention, the better service we're providing to

17

the public.

18

bit out of date and should be updated.

19

new construction review, which is very appropriate,

20

to make sure fire safety issues are incorporated

21

into the construction of buildings.

22

there is some use of fire sprinkler technology.

23

frankly,

24

provided and additional requirements for fire

25

sprinklering of buildings including homes would be

The better job we can do in

You have a Fire Code adopted.

It's a

You do do

There are -It,

is the best level of protection that can be
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recom mend ed.

2

The insp ectio n progr am has some chall enge s, a

3

varie ty of issue s.

4

can help ensu re that comm ercia l prop ertie s are
fire

5

safe, the ones that gene rally carry the grea
test

6

risk.

7

offer ed.

8

fire stati on perso nnel and comm unity volu nteer
s to

9

help peop le be more aware of the thre ats they
face

It's the way that the Depa rtmen t

There are good fire prev entio n progr ams
We think more could be done using both

10

and how to prot ect them selve s from those .

11

could look at deliv ering a broa der range of progr
ams

12

deali ng with grea ter risks and such .

13

They

The botto m line is the Depa rtmen t is a good

14

orga niza tion.

15

here today I think is evide nce of that.

16

chie f has open ed his orga nizat ion to outs ide
revie w

17

and scru tiny is the -- come s not with out some
smal l

18

amou nt of risk.

19

this with the strat egic plan to help build a
road

20

map for the futur e for his orga niza tion is

21

comm endab le.

22

It's well led.

The fact that I'm
That the

The fact that he want s to follo w

The peop le with in the orga niza tion, those we

23

talke d with , and we talke d with quite a few,

24

very enth usia stic abou t what they do.

25

stron g serv ice ethic and they are to be
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1

cong ratul ated for that.

2

serv ice in spite of thei r chall enge s, but there

3

certa inly are oppo rtuni ties to impro ve that.

4

with your supp ort and the supp ort of the comm
unity ,

5

grea t thing s can happ en.

6

They do deliv er good

And

The next steps will be the deve lopm ent of a

7

strat egic plan .

8

inter nal Depa rtmen t plann ing team .

9

speak ing with the comm unity to learn thei r

This will invo lve the use of an
We'l l be

10

prio ritie s, expe ctati ons and conc erns.

11

anot her inter nal asses smen t, miss ion/v ision valu
es

12

and all the thing s that go along with deve lopin
g a

13

good long -rang e plan for the futur e, spec ifica
lly

14

the goal s, obje ctive s, criti cal tasks and time

15

lines .

16

just how good is this orga niza tion going to becom
e.

And, fina lly,

17

With that,

18

are any ques tions ,

19

at this time .

20
21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

RECESS:

23

RECONVENE:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

the defi nitio n of serv ice,

I thank you very much .

If there

I would be happy to answ er them

Okay , Memb ers, we'l l take a shor t rece ss

and recon vene in 5 minu tes.

22

Cond uct

(Gav el. )

9: 40 a.m.

9:45 a.m.

(Gav el.)

The Budg et and Finan ce Comm ittee

of the Coun cil shal l recon vene .
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1

is open for you to ask ques tions and we'l l star
t

2

from Mr. Kane , the subj ect matt er chair man.

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Than k you.

4

Chai r and Chie f.

5

name , sir.

6

MR. PARROTT:

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And good morn ing, Mr.

And I apol ogiz e, I didn 't get your

Joe Parr ott.
Than k you.

Mr. Chai r,

I know in the

8

inte rests of using our time effic ient ly, first

9

ques tion I would have is:

Is there a comp lete

10

eval uatio n besid es just this pres enta tion that
's

11

avai lable to this body that can be given to this

12

body ?

13
14
15

MR. PARROTT:

Yes, there is.

There is a full repo rt that

will be prov ided, as I unde rstan d it.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you very much .

The othe r

16

ques tion I have , Mr. Chai r, is again for the sake

17

of

for the sake of time, Chie f, woul d you be able

18

to

beca use I unde rstan d our time, Mr. Chai r, is

19

to

this is our first pass with this Depa rtmen t.

20

Chie f, if it's poss ible that you woul d be able
to

21

extra ct out of this pres enta tion and the over all

22

eval uatio n what is going to be appl ied to what
we're

23

talki ng abou t in this budg et?

24

that you feel are relev ant for us to cons ider
in

25

this budg et and prov ide a respo nse to us in writi
ng

Extr act out thing s
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1

with that infor mati on.

2

woul d at leas t prov ide us with thing s that we
can

3

respo nd to in this annu al budg et and I think
ther e's

4

othe r thing s as far as prod ucing the strat egic
plan ,

5

reco gniz ing the ineff icien cies of faci litie s,

6

shor t -- the shor tness righ t now of our train ing
and

7

what 's going on.

8

have to iden tify over a long er perio d of time
and

9

perha ps that subj ect matt er can corne into the

I think , Mr. Chai r, that

the

I think these are thing s that we

10

Comm ittee of the Whol e or wher ever it's appr opria
te

11

to have that discu ssion .

12

we get movi ng in the futur e, we can star t

13

recog nizin g those long er terms as far as going
into

14

plann ing and havin g those thing s with the comm
unity

15

plan s and the Gene ral Plan that 's corni ng up and

16

imple ment ing some of the thing s that we're sugg
ested

17

in this over all eval uatio n.

18

requ est, Mr. Chai r, is I do have spec ific ques
tions ,

19

I'll do the first pass and corne back on the secon
d

20

round for some thing spec ific, but the over all
repo rt

21

to us and a respo nse from the Chie f to have thing
s

22

extra cted out of this for us to cons ider -- to

23

refle ct on and cons ider for our next pass and
the

24

discu ssion late r on in the proc ess.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And that way we can -- as

So my -- my only

Okay .
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1

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

Than k you.

Than k you very much .
Mr. Araka wa.

4

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

5

Coun cilma n Kane ,

6

want to ask afte r that revie w.

7

know , when I'm look ing at the miss ion state ment
of

8

the Depa rtmen t and Depa rtmen t goals and I am
look ing

9

at this revie w and I'm look ing at, for insta nce,

Than k you, Mr. Chai r.

As

I have a myri ad of ques tions that I
And basi cally , you

10

goal numb er 1, to respo nd to a nonr escue emer
gency

11

alarm with in 3 minu tes upon rece ipt of the alarm
,

12

yet I'm seein g what the actu al scope of the

13

Depa rtme nt's capa bilit y is acco rding to the

14

anal ysis,

15

unde rstan d how we are going to be able to attai
n

16

what the goals are.

17

need to do to get to those goals ?

18

situa tion righ t now and I would like to ask the

19

chie f, are you going to be pres entin g us comin
g off

20

of this evalu ation your step- by-s tep proc ess
to get

21

to the goals that are state d with in this

22

docu ment ation ?

I reall y would like to be able to

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chie f.

24

MR.

Yes.

25

ISHIKAWA:

What are the prac tical steps we
So we have a

That -- afte r this eval uatio n for the

Depa rtmen t, we're going to star t with the strat
egic
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1

plans, and that will give us our road map on how

2

we're going to try to accomplish this.

3

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

So you're going to be able to

4

present that to us.

5

presented to us from the Department right now,

6

you're going to be able to go through it and show us

7

how you're trying to attain the goals, what you're

8

budgeting for to be able to reach the deficits and

9

make the corrections and we're going to be able to

10
11

In the budget that you have

see this in a financial plan?
MR. ISHIKAWA:

Well, what we're doing in this budget

12

request is a beginning of our reorganization for the

13

Department.

14

positions/equipment to address some of the concerns

15

in this evaluation.

So we're taking our initial steps in

16

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

17

MR. ISHIKAWA:

So the answer was yes or no?

We are trying.

We'll be -- in this budget

18

we'll be attempting to start the accomplishments

19

of -- after this evaluation that we are starting and

20

the main thrust of this budget is we're starting to

21

reorganize to meet the demands of what the modern

22

fire service would demand right now.

23

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay.

Because -- And correct me

24

if I'm wrong, Mr. Parrick (sic).

25

just looking at this on a cursory review,
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1

looking at it, essentially our fire protection

2

service right now to meet the national standards or

3

the standards and goals that we're setting, we

4

should probably have about three or four times the

5

fire stations that we have in order to cover the

6

distances or have different types of equipment to be

7

able to get to these areas in a much faster time.

8

That's what I saw on the cursory.

9

or inaccurate?

10

MR.

PARROTT:

That's very accurate.

Is that accurate

In order to meet

11

those national criteria island

12

take just as you're describing, a substantial

13

increase in resources.

14

That's not going to happen.

15

happen is -- is to create the definition of what

16

areas will be served within those time standards and

17

what areas simply because of their remoteness and

18

their more rural nature won't receive that level of

19

service.

20

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay.

islands-wide would

That's not practical.
So what will need to

So as an again question in

21

this first pass, Mr. Chairman, are you going to be

22

able to tell us in a prioritized system judging from

23

the quantity in the budget that we're looking at

24

right now which are the areas that on a priority

25

system we can work on that will be attainable to be
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1

able to get to these goals in this budget?

2

said, we can't do it all, but we have to set some

3

priorities and where the first step is going to be,

4

what the second step needs to be from the

5

whatever -- and however you prioritize it and I'm

6

sure you explain that to us, to where we need to go.

7

Are you going to be able to do that so that we can

8

evaluate this budget as to whether the goals are

9

going to be met or not?

10

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

Okay.

As you

Hopefully I can answer your question

11

with that.

12

to reflect in our 2003 budget request, our steps

13

toward attaining these goals.

14

said, that, you know, it's not going to be

15

achievable, it's not reality, but we're going to be

16

moving into the direction that we need to and the

17

strategic goals and planning in the future that we

18

are going to be continuing with Mr.

19

and discussing, hopefully we'll have the road map

20

and the direction we have started with this budget

21

request.

22
23
24
25

What we're doing right now, it's going

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay.

Parrott again

I'll look forward to seeing

that presentation, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

And as Mr. Parrott

I'll pass.

Thank you.
Ms. Johnson.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes.

I appreciated the

presentation this morning.

2
3

MR.

PARROTT:

Thank you.

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

One of the things I'm looking at

5

because you weren't here at the last budget session

6

is during the period of time when the Department is

7

asked for commentary at the Planning Department

8

level when new subdivisions, new projects, large

9

buildings come on line, what is the Department doing

10

or what has the Department done to actually make

11

commentary to the Planning Department as to specific

12

pieces of equipment they need and the costs

13

associated with that equipment as it pertains to

14

that development?

15

MR.

PARROTT:

What we saw is each development proposal,

16

each new commercial construction project is

17

thoroughly reviewed by the Fire Department.

18

issues they really look at are less what new fire

19

engines will we have to buy to serve this, but more

20

how can we -- how can we design this project so that

21

we don't necessarily need to buy new equipment.

22

we encourage built-in protection?

23

good access, good water supply and such to help

24

improve that?

25

really the best point to look at what resources will

The

Can

Can we encourage

The community planning stage is
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1

be needed as the communities continue to develop,

2

which would be a more long-range look at that effort

3

which would also allow the financial piece to come

4

in -- come in sync with the ultimate development of

5

the community.

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

7

important thing.

8

MR. PARROTT:

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And I do see that as really an

Absolutely.
I think that specifically what I

10

had raised last session when we were in budget

11

review was when the Department is asked to make a

12

comment on a specific project as to what kinds of

13

impact it will have on a -- let's say -- and from a

14

negative standpoint, positive standpoint, what the

15

Department generally does or has done is note what

16

specific problems that development will pose.

17

example, if you're going to build a 6-story building

18

and you have no equipment to serve at the present

19

time the needs of fighting a 6-story fire,

20

creates a financial demand on the Department.

21

what I asked last session was:

22

Department do to at least identify that particular

23

need, the costs associated with that need because it

24

is specifically a result of that development?

25

so what I'm looking at is what kind of commentary

For

then that
And

What can the
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1

and what kind of approach has the Department used to

2

help us generate the funds to play -- to pay for

3

these unique and changing situations?

4

MR.

PARROTT:

The direct answer to that question is not

5

much.

There has been -- the Chief was sharing with

6

me last night a developer who has offered to support

7

the Department through the purchase of equipment,

8

excuse me, because of their particular development

9

and needs generated by it.

So there is some

10

voluntary activity going on, but there is nothing

11

that would require mitigation of that sort.

12

be honest,

13

would allow that sort of mandatory mitigation

14

approach.

15

exploring.

16

the country that have fire impact mitigation fee

17

requirements and such that

18

require developers to support the cost of delivering

19

the service to those new projects.

20

something that could be explored in the strategic

21

plan process.

22

And to

I don't know whether County or State law

Certainly it would be something worth
There are a number of communities across

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

that essentially

That would be

And I really appreciate heading in

23

that direction because it's my personal feeling that

24

when the situations arise, Mr. Chair,

25

shift the burden on to the general tax-paying public
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1

when you create something that's a very unique

2

situation and peculiar to what you specifically want

3

to achieve which is going to benefit you

4

financially.

5

time cause shifting that on to the back of the

6

public when it is you that's coming before any board

7

or commission asking what impacts you're making.

8

I would really appreciate any kind of input both

9

from yourself and from the Chief as to what can be

And therefore I have a very difficult

So

10

done to at least identify these needs, put the costs

11

out there, and then put conditions,

12

on the particular development that certain pieces of

13

equipment must be purchased, whether it's by the

14

developer or whether it's by the Department, prior

15

to the passage of any of these kinds of developments

16

that do pose in many cases a risk to health and

17

safety of the general public.

18
19

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

if nothing else,

Thank you.

Thank you.
Mr. Molina.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

My

21

questions are going to be confined to the

22

presentation that was given today and I'm going to

23

withhold any opinions about the Department.

24

just going to -- I guess the questions I refer to,

25

Members,

So I'm

for information on page 7 having to do with
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1

stations -- existing stations range from very good

2

to in need of substantial improvements.

3

this question would be for Chief Ishikawa.

4

which stations are in need of the substantial

5

improvements and can you tell us what are some of

6

those specific improvements needed for these

7

specific stations that are mentioned in this

8

presentation?

9

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

I believe

I guess
Chief,

I'm not sure what particular

10

stations because this was done by Mr. Parrott's

11

coworker and he was the one that rated the stations,

12

but just offhand we have some older stations that

13

maintenance repairs are needed and we're trying to

14

attend to all those maintenance.

15

sticks out I believe is the Pukoo Fire Station

16

because it's a State-owned house in Pukoo and that

17

would be I believe the oldest building that we have.

18

And the problem with that is that it's State owned.

19

We -- we're kind of restricted to what kind of

20

improvements we can make on that building, so

21

it's -- we try to make it as livable for the people

22

there, but we're very restricted on what we can do

23

on improvement on that station.

24

attending to the rest of the stations, the County

25

owned, and we're getting our maintenance back on
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track and I think it's been a lot better.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

3

question:

4

or a statement here is made, training staff spends

5

far too much time on nontraining activities.

6

you share with us what is the reason for this?

7

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Okay.

And, Chief, my next

I guess on page 11 it mentions training

Okay.

Could

The reason for this is basically,

8

and to be honest,

just a lack of staff.

But from

9

the last budget 2002 we appreciate what you folks

10

did for us.

You folks approved the Inventory

11

Equipment Technician and hopefully this position

12

will take off a workload from the training people

13

where they were repairing equipment.

14

doing fit testing for the SCBA masking, which is

15

their breathing apparatus, their mask, which needs

16

to be done annually.

17

the regulators for their CBAs.

18

the inventory of our personal -- personal protection

19

equipment, ordering of that equipment, keeping

20

inventories, supplying the fire fighters as the

21

request comes in.

22

shift to the Inventory Equipment Technician, so this

23

is going to take a lot of workload off of the fire

24

fighters in training.

25

presently waiting for an eligible list to come down

They were

They were doing the testing of
They were handling

So all of these we're going to

We're in the process.
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to us so we can fill this position.

2

Also we have a -- they've been doing a lot

3

with our medical certifications, have been helping

4

out with that, and we also -- you folks approved the

5

Medical Specialist and we just conducted our

6

interviews for that position.

7

filled in April.

8

We're trying to alleviate the workload of this and

9

have them concentrate on the training session.

10

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

11

you, Mr. Chair.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So we're moving in that direction.

Okay.

Thank you, Chief.

Thank

Thank you.
Mr. Nishiki.

13
14

It's going to be

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

I want to stick again with

15

this evaluation and ask Mr. Parrott:

16

going to be around?

17

MR. PARROTT:

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Are you not

You're just here for today?

Just for today.
Okay.

I fly out again tomorrow.
I was looking at what was

19

being asked for in the training area and I see the

20

expansion, but when I look at comparable figures,

21

don't see that much increase.

22

training hours that personnel were receiving, 50,

23

and the need to be somewhere in the vicinity of 200

24

hours, I think you said.

25

MR.

PARROTT:

I

You mentioned

200 to 240, yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Oh.

My concern is this:

Does

2

this training -- Let me ask you this first,

3

You were the individual that was here, you went to

4

100 individuals here, did you go facility by

5

facility, Lanai, Molokai, and then the different

6

stations when you evaluated?

7
8

9

MR. PARROTT:

sir:

We were unable to get to Lanai, but we were

on Molokai and this island.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

And how did you evaluate what each

10

personnel was receiving in each station and what the

11

training hours were?

12

MR. PARROTT:

The Department keeps a record of training

13

delivered to all of its people.

14

records.

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

We reviewed those

And did you find that personnel in

16

different areas were not receiving as much as

17

certain personnel in other areas?

18

MR. PARROTT:

No.

It was pretty universally low.

And

19

that was one of -- that essentially the people in

20

the stations were saying, we're not seeing enough

21

training.

22

so we agree with that.

23

And we verified that through the record,

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay.

And then as a matter of

24

policy, in visiting other municipalities and looking

25

at the national average and how that policy was set
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1

by the station, did you find that people that were

2

going to be trained were necessarily trained by

3

people within the Department or were they people

4

that train in different classes from outside of

5

different places?

6

trained people that -- excuse me, were the personnel

7

of the Fire Department that were receiving training,

8

were they compensated despite that they were not on

9

duty?

10

MR.

PARROTT:

Number one.

And was it mandatory?

Number two, were the

Maybe you could --

A variety of questions and I'll have to pass

11

a couple of those off to the Chief.

Training

12

happens for personnel both internally and

13

externally.

14

outside for training.

15

appropriate.

16

that keeps their skills up, ladder training, hose

17

training, all the general fire fighting kinds of

18

skills predominantly will be done in-house and

19

should be done in-house.

20

way of doing it.

21

more technical sorts of training activities, a lot

22

of that needs to be done outside because that's

23

where the quality instructors are.

24

training internally, obviously we want to make sure

25

it's done right and it's done well.

They receive training in-house, they go
That kind of mix is

The majority of training, the things

That's the most efficient

Learning new skills, refreshing
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1

necessary to have instructors within the

2

organization that can -- that know how to teach and

3

know how to teach effectively.

4

training that would be in that 200 hours is

5

necessarily going to be delivered by the station

6

captain.

7

deficient was the degree to which that captain is

8

supported in delivering that training:

9

that person how to be an instructor, providing them

A lot of the

One of the things we saw that was

Teaching

10

with the lesson plans and the videotapes and the

11

other tools that it takes to deliver a good program,

12

an effective program.

13

primary responsibility of the training staff, is

14

support, to support the captains in the fire station

15

with that sort of training support.

16

organize and deliver the special training, the new

17

skills, the mandatory recertification like hazardous

18

materials, blood-borne pathogens and medical

19

training and all of the other things that we're

20

required to receive.

21

delivered -- or most of that training is delivered

22

on duty, so there is no overtime expense involved in

23

that.

24

the details of that to the Chief to answer that

25

question on how that process works.

And that's, again, the

And then to

Some of that training is

Some of it is off duty and I'll have to pass
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MR. ISHIKAWA:

Okay.

Basically our training, we have two

2

personnel in the Training Department.

They try to

3

conduct the training.

4

training schedule which is passed out to all the

5

captains and basically the captains are requested

6

the topic is given to them on a monthly training

7

schedule and it is the captain's responsibility to

8

take his crew out there and train them on that

9

particular topic.

They set up a monthly

But we have mandatory training

10

which fire fighters annually need to go through.

11

have recertifications that needs to be done.

12

two personnel in training that's overwhelmed with

13

that besides doing other things and especially if we

14

have our recruit class in progress, their attention

15

is to the recruit class.

16

alone out there to conduct their own training.

17

problem with that, the captains are qualified, they

18

know their thing, but a lot of them don't have the

19

uniformity of training.

20

getting to what our request is here, is to booster

21

our Training Department so we can address a lot of

22

our mandatory training.

23

We

The

So the captains are left
The

So what we need is, and

And there is some training that we need to

24

bring expertise from outside, but we're headed

25

toward the train the trainer.

We're very into
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1

looking for train-the-trainer programs, but the

2

problems is we don't have the men to send to these

3

train-the-trainer programs.

4

there, we have some volunteers, which is a couple

5

captains that volunteer, the fire fighters volunteer

6

to go and get the training and corne back and train

7

our people, which is basically specialized type of

8

training.

9

training, more people in training to be train the

We have the two out

So we need the -- the personnel in

10

trainers and we need specific training such as a

11

driver trainer.

Presently we don't have a dedicated

12

driver trainer.

And annually our drivers should be

13

given annual refresher driver trainer program.

14

the fire fighters, because they take TA into the

15

position of a driver.

16

program such as that because our people are

17

overwhelmed with the -- their amount of training

18

that they need to do for the rest of the Department.

19

Also

So presently we don't have a

Just with the driver trainer, that position

20

alone, you need -- he would have to be doing the

21

annual training for all of our fire fighters behind

22

the wheel, classroom work.

23

to do pump training on the engine.

24

encompasses a lot just on the engine and the

25

drivers' responsibilities.

Also with that he needs
So it

And with that, the
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1

training,

it -- in the long run it helps to extend

2

the life of our equipment because they have more

3

knowledge of what -- how the equipment operates.

4

have high-tech equipment that's coming in, we need

5

to keep up with that.

6

to assert the new instructions to the drivers

7

annually.

8

out.

9

pressure, water pressure needs to be

We

So the driver trainer needs

We have high-tech nozzles that are coming

To understand what it takes, what kind of
you know, to

10

optimize this new high-tech nozzles, all the drivers

11

would need to know what they need to do with the

12

pump, what kind of pressures.

13

thing that we need.

14

program.

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Presently we don't have a

And the part that was never

16

answered,

17

compensation.

18

whether it's mandatory or not,

19

compared to 53 is a big figure,

20

addressing this?

21

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

And this is an annual

I guess, and that's to you, Chief,

Okay.

If someone is coming in off duty,

On the

I mean, obviously 240
how are you

If there is -- it's a

22

mandatory training and we bring in the people, we

23

pay them overtime.

24

they need an annual refresher.

25

professor from University of Hilo, Dr. Bowen, and he

Such as Haz. Mat. Technician,
We bring in a
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1

conducts the refresher with our Haz. Mat. Captain.

2

And presently we have I believe around 70 Haz. Mat.

3

Technicians right now.

4

Mat. Technician level, they need to have the

5

refresher annually.

6

have the technician level training for annual.

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

And to sustain their Haz.

We bring in these people who

Yeah.

I'm talking about personnel

8

that are off duty that may want to take these

9

training classes.

during the time off if they're not on duty?

10
11

Are they compensated for it

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

Not on the

On mandatory training, they

12

are compensated.

13

training that we bring in instructors from the

14

National Fire Academy, that is on a voluntary basis,

15

but it's not a mandatory training.

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

We bring them in.

On other

Sir, when you say 240 hours,

17

whether it be mandatory or not, what are you saying?

18

What -- Do you understand he means by mandatory or

19

nonmandatory?

20

MR. PARROTT:

I believe I do.

There are -- There is

21

training that we are required to attend by law.

22

example, any Department involved in emergency

23

medical services is required by law to take initial

24

and refresher training on how to deal with

25

blood-borne pathogens, infectious diseases.
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1

who's involved in dealing with hazardous materials

2

response is required by law to attend initial and

3

ongoing refresher training on hazardous materials

4

response.

5

things that we're required to do by somebody else.

6

And then we have our own training that we deliver

7

in-house so that we are capable of delivering safe

8

and effective service.

9

that and is part of that overall 240 hours of

10

Those would be the mandatory trainings,

That also is included in

expectation.

11

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

Thank you.

I'm done.

Next, Mr. Kane.

Next round.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

And just for

14

clarification on the hours, on the page 12 on that

15

slide for training and education, the industry

16

standards recommend at least 240 hours.

17

those -- Of those 240 hours, what is considered

18

and I'm sorry if I didn't catch it, what is

19

considered mandatory and what is considered optional

20

or something that men can choose to get or not to

21

get?

22

MR.

PARROTT:

It depends on each individual.

Are

If an

23

individual member of the Department is involved in

24

emergency medical service, obviously the blood-borne

25

pathogens is mandatory.

If they are also on the
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1

Haz. Mat. Team, Hazardous Materials Response Team,

2

they would have mandatory elements there.

3

have an EMT certification or First Responder

4

certification, there's mandatory training.

5

individual specific.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

If they

It's

And the only reason I ask that

7

question is because I'm trying to correlate what you

8

have here as an industry standard recommendation of

9

240 and then the average training amount that our

10

fire fighters are actually getting.

11

seems like what you just stated there shows that

12

there's -- there's a low correlation between these

13

two numbers.

14

be on different -- different plains when we're

15

talking about these numbers.

16

know,

17

fire fighters need, but I think these two numbers

18

kind of give us a false impression that because

19

they're getting 53 hours, they're getting, you know

20

20 percent or 30 percent of the training that

21

they're actually supposed to be getting.

22

where I'm corning from with that?
PARROTT:

In other words, there -- they seem to

And it almost -- you

not to take away from how much training our

23

MR.

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

MR.

PARROTT:

Because it

So you see

Certainly.
Yeah.

And we're suggesting that a significant
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1

increase in the amount of training they receive is

2

needed.

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And I agree with you on that.

I'm

4

just trying to understand the numbers that you're

5

presenting to us.
Mr. Chair, the other question I had was for

6

the Chief.

7

Chief, how can we get moving on adopting the

8

Uniform Fire Code?

9

It says here that we're three
Is there any effort by the

10

editions out of date.

11

Department to get this thing updated?

12

that I'm sure we can start addressing issues that

13

some of my colleagues have also brought up regarding

14

planning and your folks review of new development

15

and having these updated codes in place so that we

16

can deal with up-to-date fire mitigation issues.

17

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

Okay.

Because with

On the question of Fire Code,

18

Governor Cayetano just signed the approval for the

19

State Model Fire Codes which we follow,

20

approved -- he approved the 1997 Uniform Fire Codes.

21

We are in the process presently of amending some of

22

the codes to the County level.

23

can get it through Corp. Counsel, it will be

24

presented to you folks for acceptance.

25

the process right now.

And as soon as we
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1

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

2

round,

3

the -- Oh, okay.

4

insurance issue, risk management regarding the loss

5

of fire apparatus.

6

Mr. Parrott, with -- with some idea of where we can

7

get more information on this or -- if our Chief

8

doesn't already have it, regarding insurance

9

policies for apparatus loss?

10

Okay.

And final, Mr. Chair, for this

I want to thank Mr. Molina for expanding on
The other one I had was the

Would you be able to provide us,

I think you stated in

your presentation

11

MR. PARROTT:

Right.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

MR. PARROTT:

-- that we don't have any.

Our concern was your fire apparatus are not

14

insured for collision damage and they are -- or

15

comprehensive.

They're essentially uninsured except

16

for liability.

And there is no reserve retention,

17

there's no money set aside in the event of a loss of

18

a fire apparatus that would be available to replace

19

it.

20

would be a direct hit to your general fund budget.

21

That's a concern to me.

22

would like to live with.

23

that your risk management operation look at

24

purchasing an insurance policy much like your car

25

insurance policy that would cover those vehicles for

So anything that happened to a fire engine

It's not a situation I
And so we're recommending
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comp and collision.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Just as a follow-up to that, are you

3

aware of statistics as to what is the major cause of

4

fire apparatus loss?

5

know, accident in an intersection, or is it from the

6

actual emergency at the point and the fire and it

7

gets caught?

8

help me with that.

9
10

MR. PARROTT:

I mean, I don't know, so if you can

The number one place vehicle -- fire

apparatus accidents happens is at intersections.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

MR. PARROTT:

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And most at controlled intersections.
Thank you.

Thank you.
Hold on, Mr. Arakawa.

16
17

Thank you.

Mr. Chair, thank you.

14

15

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

22
23

Yeah.

I just need a

couple of questions for the consultant.

18

21

Is it due to driving, you

You're the Chair.

Pardon me?
You're the Chair, you're entitled

to ask questions, too.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.
Mr. Parrott, you keep mentioning national

24

standards.

25

when you look at comparing the Maui Fire Department

What we would like to know is is it fair
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to the national standards?

2

MR. PARROTT:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.
Is it like urban versus a semi rural

4

community like ours and you're placing against urban

5

standards?

6

similar or comparable to what we have to deal with

7

on a day-to-day basis?

8

MR. PARROTT:

Or are we being assessed on something

I believe you are.

And I believe we took

that into consideration, the nature of the risk that

9

10

your communities present to the Fire Department.

11

You have urban risks, you have tall buildings, we're

12

in one.

13

wildland issues, wildland fire issues.

14

whole variety of things.

15

different than downtown New York City, most

16

certainly, and based on recent events, that's a good

17

thing.

18

evaluated you based on what your risks are and the

19

kinds of things that your Fire Department must

20

provide.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

But, yes,

You have
You have a

You do -- You are

I think it's fair to say that we

And that we're one County that provides

multi-island service?

23

MR.

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

You have industrial facilities.

PARROTT:

Yes.
Okay.

One question that the members --

and, again, because our people are front line, first
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1

responders, were you asked to make an assessment as

2

regards to any type of homeland defense requirements

3

that Governor Ridge is instituting to the local

4

governments?

5

MR.

PARROTT:
9/11,

6

Our evaluation was actually conducted before
so

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

MR.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

August of last year.
Has there been any revisions to your

findings since 9/11?

10
11

PARROTT:

When was your evaluation done, sir?

MR.

PARROTT:

No.

As I mentioned ln the presentation, we

12

found that your Civil Defense Agency was doing good

13

work.

14

office and they are,

15

homeland defense issues.

16

and, again, this gets us back to the whole training

17

issue, which honestly that and the internal

18

communications I see as the greatest and most

19

immediate needs for improvement within your

20

organization.

21

provided to fire departments about homeland defense

22

issues, what to do if you end up with an anthrax

23

letter, what to do to respond to a gas attack or

24

some other sort of terrorist activity.

25

information needs to be provided to the fire

There are some very bright people in that
I'm sure, paying attention to
Your Fire Department --

There is a lot of information being
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1

fighters so they know how to respond effectively.

2

And, again, that at the current time is the greatest

3

homeland defense need that the Fire Department must

4

address.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

Thank you very much for that.

Go ahead, Mr. Arakawa.

6

7

Okay.

I'll

I had more, but

I can wait.

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Well, thank you, Mr. Chair.

I've got a couple of areas that I am kind of

9

10

really interested in.

11

you get into personnel management and you're talking

12

about a thorough review of the promotion process,

13

education experience.

14

bit more?

15

being done according to the standards, so therefore

16

we need to adjust and create standards for it.

17

am I misinterpreting what your inferences are?

18

MR. PARROTT:

No.

In your discussion on page 5

Could you elaborate a little

By inference you're saying that it's not

Or

I think you have interpreted it

19

correctly.

At present the definition of what

20

education and experience a person should have prior

21

to being promoted is fairly minimal.

22

reflect what we would consider to be all of the

23

things that ought to be included.

24

point, though, the manner in which potential

25

promotees are evaluated really to us left a lot to
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1

be desired.

For example, a person who is being

2

considered for promotion to a fire engine driver

3

doesn't have to go through a driver or pump operator

4

test to prove that they can, in fact, drive.

5

not part of the process.

6

appropriate.

7

significant element of the process.

8

one example.

In fact,

It's

We don't think that's very

that should be the most
That would be

9

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

10

Chief, you know,

11

have people that are temporarily assigned to

12

positions as drivers that may not be getting

13

adequate training or may not be adequately trained

14

to take that TA position.

15

that or is that accurate?

16

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

And in this particular area,
I also heard the comment that we

Is that -- did I mishear

Well, basically on the TA position, after

17

they get out of training class, where they do have

18

driver training to the COL standards, basically it

19

comes down to the captain to have them out training.

20

The driver will assist with the training for the

21

fire fighters.

22

evaluation on who he feels is qualified to do a TA.

23

And that is one of the reasons why we are asking,

24

again, for a trainer position which will be

25

dedicated to a driver trainer so we can set up a

And the captain will make the
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program so we can -- so we can --

2

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

3

MR. ISHIKAWA:

But at this --

-- attempt to -- on a promotional thing

4

where we can have a driver evaluation.

5

we do require driver evaluation, we need some kind

6

of program for these people to be trained annually.

7

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

But before

So just to be absolutely clear on

8

this, now we don't have people that are TAing into

9

positions that aren't trained up to the standard and

10

are -- have the -- I guess the basic requirements

11

that are -- Everybody that's driving does have those

12

basic requirements?

13

MR. ISHIKAWA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

15
16

That's true.

Correct.

So there's no one that's TAed that

isn't supposed to be driving?
MR.

ISHIKAWA:

No.

That -- and it's the captain's call on

17

who he feels is -- who is qualified after seeing

18

them drive as they go out driver training.

19

evaluates the -- his own fire fighters and he

20

determines who will be qualified for a TA position.

21

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Yeah.

He

As far as -- as far as the

22

captain selecting, I have no -- it's none of my

23

business, none of our business.

24

make sure that, you know, we are making sure that

25

those people that are performing the job and being
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1

assigned to those positions, even if it's temporary,

2

they do have the minimum qualifications.

3

just said that, you know, the requirement to drive,

4

you don't have to have a license or you don't have

5

to have all that training, that is kind of

6

disturbing if he's making that comment.

7

would we be qualifying people within the Department

8

if we don't have those basic requirements covered by

9

the --

10

MR.

PARROTT:

What Joe

How exactly

That's not quite accurate of what I said.

Let me clarify.

11
12

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

13

MR.

PARROTT:

Okay.

People being promoted to driver's positions

14

are trained.

They're trained by their station

15

captain.

16

individual station captain says, I think he's

17

qualified or I think she's qualified, they are

18

eligible to become an apparatus driver if they have

19

the promotion opportunity.

20

assessment is, A, not based on a standardized

21

assessment, nor is it reevaluated at the time of

22

promotion to make sure that this person still knows

23

how to do this stuff, still is an effective driver

24

and is the best candidate based on their own skills.

25

We think that's a hole that needs to be patched.

And when that station captain -- the

Our concern is that that
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COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay.

Let me do a little bit of a

2

follow-up on this, Mr. Chair.

3

captains are the ones that are doing the training

4

for the drivers; is that correct?

5

MR.

PARROTT:

6

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

So the station

That's correct.
And I am to assume that all of the

7

station captains are qualified to train, they meet

8

the standards as trainers to be able to train other

9

fire fighters to get their licenses?

10

MR. PARROTT:

That I can't assume.

11

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Because I was under the

12

understanding that the County had only one or two

13

trainers that could certify COL and I'm -- Again,

14

I'm not sure what the Fire Department has.

15

each captain is being able to do this training and

16

to qualify each of the officers, that's news to me.

17

Is that

18

know.

If that is happening,

19

MR. PARROTT:

20

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

So if

I would like to

That is our understanding.
So, Chief, is that accurate?

Each

21

of the captains are doing the training and they are

22

qualified to give the certification?

23

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

Well, there's no certification per se.

24

as far as a license, they have a license from the

25

their type 3 license, that's what is required, a
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type 3 license.

2

required to be a CDL license driver.

3

the Department is we do follow the CDL standards.

4

The captains follow the CDL standards.

5

fighters are trained at the CDL standards.

6

Originally they are trained from our Training

7

Department, and then the captains follow through.

8

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

And what we do is -- We're not

Okay.

The fire

Thanks for that answer.

least I know where we're corning from.

9

What we do in

At

I don't quite

10

understand how that happened in this system the way

11

we have it where we don't do COL, we're letting

12

people with regular grade 3 license -- type 3

13

licenses drive over 10,000 GPM vehicles.

14

always thought that you needed a special license to

15

be able to do that.

16

don't?

17

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

Yeah.

I had

But you're saying that you

It was waivered by the Governor that

18

we do not have to follow the CDL standards.

19

We're -- we have an exemption.

20

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

21
22
23
24
25

Do you know why that was done, out

of curiosity?
MR.

ISHIKAWA:

I'm not sure right now.

I could research

that for you.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:
curious.

Yeah.

Because I would be kind of

Because when we're putting in our men in a
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1

situation where they are driving the vehicle that

2

has the size and the skill that you need to drive

3

one of these trucks, the average person can't get

4

off the street and get into one of these trucks and

5

drive them.

6

that skill level, there's no other licenses

7

required,

8

why.

9
10
11

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

I know that for a certainty.

I would be surprised.

Yeah.

And if

I want to find out

At one time we were CDL required,

then it was waivered by the State.
MR. PARROTT:

And just for information, Hawaii is not any

12

different than most states across the country.

13

There are relatively few states that require a CDL

14

for a fire apparatus operator.

15

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

In asking earlier, you know, what

16

were the substandard stations, you said that there

17

were two substandard stations.

18

one.

19

consider it substandard?

20

MR. PARROTT:

The Chief mentioned

What was the other station and why do you

In the back of the report that you will get

21

is a station-by-station assessment.

22

some are quite good, others have issues like their

23

turn-out gear being stored in the apparatus bay

24

exposed to exhaust fumes.

25

Paia Station, the exercise room, the place where

That's an issue.
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fire fighters do their fitness,

2

same room with the laundry and the air -- air fill

3

system, very little ventilation.

4
5

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

is

is also in the

There are --

So, Mr. Parrott, you do have these

listed down?

6

MR. PARROTT:

Yes.

7

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

8

MR. PARROTT:

9

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

We are going to be getting those?

Yes.
Mr. Chair, I will -- I hope we can

10

get those quickly so we can actually do the analysis

11

of it.

12

see where the substandard stations are.

13

when we're trying to figure out budget, and I tie

14

this in directly to the budget, if we have areas

15

that we need to work on, then perhaps that should be

16

in this year's budget as well.

17

if there's a condition that needs to be addressed,

18

then we need to start looking at trying to address

19

some of those.

20

we can compare with the budget that we have and see

21

where we need to apply some of the funds.

22

would like to get that as soon as possible.

23

I'll waive for now.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

While we're having this discussion we can

Okay.
Okay.

Because

If the -- you know,

And if that list is provided to us,

So I
And

Thank you.
We're going to take a short recess in
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1

a few minutes, but I just have a couple of questions

2

that as Mr. Arakawa brought it up, Chief, regarding

3

the drivers training or the apprentices.

4

all within DPS subscriptions and -- and posting

5

requirements?

6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13

MR. ISHIKAWA:

This is

We're all -- we have standards?

Yes.

They have minimum standards and DPS

has given us that.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And DPS allows the captains to make

that determination of who qualifies or not?
MR. ISHIKAWA:

That would be the Department's -- our

Department to determine that.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And on the Fire Code, you mentioned

the Governor just approved the 1997 edition?

14

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Yes.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Except for airport fire fighters that the

16

State has under airports, explain to us again why

17

the Governor

18

Fire Code.

19

MR. ISHIKAWA:

we need his approval for our County

This is the State Model Fire Codes, the

20

Uniform Fire Codes.

It's -- it's accepted

21

State-wide, then it goes to the counties to amend

22

fire codes to what they feel should be done for the

23

fire codes.

24

fire codes, 1997 Uniform Fire Codes with amendments

25

to for the County.

But basically we do follow the same
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MR.

ISHIKAWA:

Every County does it this way.

Basically

4

we -- as a State to be uniform, the State Fire

5

Council, which I'm a member of, we work on the State

6

Fire Codes.

7

do input from each County what -- what part of the

8

codes they want to keep, what they're going to take

9

out.

And we do a lot of public hearings, we

We have a Small Business Commission that comes

10

in and reviews and gives us their opinion on the

11

State Fire Codes.

12

the acceptance of the Fire Code.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And this is a State thing with
It's not a County.

So what is our advantage as a County,

14

though, as your Department?

15

Fire Code, you qualify for certain type of Federal

16

funding or for certain type of grants, that's why we

17

do it this way?

18

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Because we have a State

Well
What if we're ready to go and be current

20

with the fire code?

21

because the Governor did not give his approval?

22

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

We were prohibited, right,

It is -- because this is a -- called the

23

State Fire Code that we need to -- the State has to

24

accept the code first before the counties can act on

25

it.

And basically it comes down to uniformity.
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1

Building Codes has accepted the 1997, so the Fire

2

Codes would follow with the Building Codes.

3

would be basically on the same year of the Fire

4

Codes.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, Chief.

They

Well, you know, Maui as good

6

as -- all of us and this Council, I believe, chose

7

not to follow the State Model Energy Code because we

8

were already surpassing those standards that the

9

State had recommended for us to approve and be a

10

part of.

11

code because it didn't make sense for us to stop and

12

let the rest of the State catch up with Maui County,

13

but we continued to move forward in better energy

14

policies.

15

are ready for as a County needs to be updated

16

sooner, I prefer not to wait for the Governor or the

17

other counties.

18

residents in this County, we're not responsible for

19

the residents in the other areas.

20

County and their Fire Department's responsibility.

21

MS. KAWASAKI:

So we chose not to be part of the State

So I would say if the fire code that we

Because we responsible for our

That's their

Mr. Chair, as a point of clarification,

22

Hawaii Revised Statutes 132-3 sets forth the

23

requirements for the adoption of the State Fire

24

Code.

25

has transmitted to the respective counties, by

And it says that once the State Fire Council
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1

ordinance the counties can enact its provisions or

2

enact more stringent provisions relating to the

3

protection of persons and property against fire

4

loss.

5

Councils can enact less stringent provisions with

6

the prior written approval of the State Fire

7

Council.

8

you get the approval of the State Fire Council.

9

you can deviate.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

it says that the County

So it is required by the State law unless

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Members, we'll call -- Yes, Mr. Kane.
Just for clarification, so if it's

13

more stringent, we don't need the permission.

14

it's less stringent, we do need the permission.

15

MS. KAWASAKI:

So

Thank you for that, staff.
Okay.

11

12

In addition to that,

Correct.

If

And that's a general legal

16

principle in terms of the counties being able to

17

enact laws that are more stringent than an existing

18

law of a higher rank.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So that wouldn't prohibit us from

20

moving forward as you're suggesting, Mr. Chair, as

21

far as us having more stringent fire code

22

regulations.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I don't know what the current -- the more

24

updated version of the code would present to us as a

25

benefit or disadvantage.

I have -- you know, we
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trust ln our professionals.

2

tells us that the best code for this County at this

3

time is the newest edition, then I would suggest

4

that's what we should be considering for approval.

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And so if the Chief

And I look forward to that discussion

6

at the Committee of the Whole when we get the

7

revisions from the Chief.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

9

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Yes, Mr. Arakawa.
Some brief comments before we go

10

into a recess.

11

sprinklers and high rises and our ability to deal

12

with taller buildings in different areas.

13

though the State code may not cover, that's

14

something that as a Council member I would like to

15

start looking at.

16

arise because in this particular case when we're

17

looking at distances and response time, we may have

18

to change our code to reflect response time and

19

availability of things like sprinkler systems in

20

areas where we have longer response times.

21

may have to adjust, bottom line.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

RECESS:

24

RECONVENE:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

You know, we were looking at

So even

I know we have situations that

Members, recess.

10:45.

So we

(Gavel. )

10:39 a.m.

10 : 53 a. m.

(Gavel.) Council's Committee on Budget and
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1

Finance will come to order.

2

would like us to, you know, continue and -- but wrap

3

up this portion of the Fire Department.

4

the Chair will hope we can start before lunch the

5

Chief's general overview of the Fiscal Year 2003

6

request.
Okay.

7

10

I know Mr. Arakawa was the last.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Do

At the --

Just on the presentation that we had this

morning.

11

12

And then

you have anything at this point, Ms. Johnson?

8

9

Members, the Chair

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes.

The only area that I had was

13

in the area of risk management.

14

risk management, from the presentation I got the

15

sense that the information that you needed in order

16

to properly evaluate and reduce losses -- or I guess

17

reduce loss retention, you know, within the

18

Department was not forthcoming from the Risk

19

Management Division.

20

MR.

PARROTT:

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And in regard to

Is that correct?

Yes.
Okay.

What can we do or what

22

would you recommend that, you know, we permit you to

23

do, you know, or suggest, I guess, to the Mayor that

24

we get the situation resolved?

25

important to me and I'm sure to other Council
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1

members that we have to protect the people that are

2

working in these departments.

3

those stats, you can't make any improvement without

4

that information.
Information is how we're

5

MR.

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

7

8
9

PARROTT:

And unless we have

So I guess I'm asking you for your

advice.
MR. PARROTT:

There's a whole section in the report on the

risk management operation and our suggestions on

10

things that ought to be done,

including improving

11

the data collection system on employee injuries,

12

including looking at property and casualty risks and

13

retentions and insurances and such.

14

though,

15

piece, having good information to be able to say

16

we've got a trend.

17

lot of sprains and strains kinds of injuries

18

happening, what we can do to not have as many of

19

those?

20

braces or something else that would prevent that?

21

Without that -- without information to develop those

22

trends, it's really hard to do.

23

biggest thing for them in that area is information

24

retention.

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Primarily,

in terms of -- in terms of the low injury

We've got a lot of slips -- or a

Does it mean an exercise program or back

So generally the

And I noted, you know, maybe a --
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1

not directly related, but something that in my mind

2

kind of correlates with what you were saying is that

3

there was a risk apparently for heart disease within

4

the Department.

5

Compensation, loss of time, that type of thing,

6

may again be related back to something that's

7

associated with risk management.

And what I am

8

looking at would be how can your,

let's say,

9

recommendations be implemented within the Department

10

to reduce that, to improve the overall health of the

11

fire fighters and also,

12

every time we train somebody and then there's, you

13

know, a terrible health issue where they're out of

14

work,

15

Department.

16

do,

17

those kinds of things are addressed?

18

MR.

Now, that in terms of Workmen's

you know, help us?

it

Because

I mean, that's really a huge loss to the
So what -- what can we do, what can you

I guess, as a collaborative effort to see that

PARROTT:

There's a variety of initiatives, and I'm

19

sure they will be included in the discussion that

20

develops ultimately the strategic plan, which you'll

21

see later this fall.

22

of Fire Fighters and International Association of

23

Fire Chiefs carne together in a very unusual

24

collaboration of labor and management and developed

25

what was called a Wellness Fitness Initiative

The International Association
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1

several years ago.

It's an outstanding piece of

2

work that deals directly with the issues of fire

3

fighter fitness, medical evaluation, physical

4

capacity evaluation, ongoing fitness training, risk

5

avoidance and a whole variety of things.

6

certainly recommend that the Department adopt that

7

and use it and do what it suggests be done.

8

also drives the need or a requirement for annual

9

medical monitoring, a medical evaluation which would

We would

That

10

include tests of the heart for any kind of

11

preexisting or building disease, and programs that

12

can make fire fighters more healthy and safer

13

ultimately and less prone to cardiovascular-related

14

incidents.

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

I had one other unrelated

16

question and that will be my final question, Mr.

17

Chair.

18

your rescue operations

That is the increase in the incidence of

19

MR. PARROTT:

Yes.

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

-- or the Department's rescue

21

operations.

22

is when people get themselves into situations that

23

they know there's a certain amount of risk, they

24

place the Department, they place the County in a

25

position of having to subsidize their foolish

One of the things that I always look at
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choices.

2

recommendation or is there anything that you're

3

aware of that the Department could let us know

4

whether it's at the State level or at the County

5

level as to how we might be able to recover costs

6

from those types of incidents where it's somebody

7

that really did something that they knew far better

8

that they shouldn't have done and then puts a

9

financial burden on us having to come in and expend

10
11

And what I am looking at is is there any

all these public funds to rescue them?

MR. PARROTT:

If you were to adopt that approach by

12

policy, you would not be the first.

13

number of states, a number of operations that do

14

cost recovery for exactly what you're talking about.

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

There are a

And I would look forward to

16

any recommendations that legislatively other areas

17

utilize that are becoming standard practice.

18

Because I think we do, in my personal opinion, have

19

to make people responsible for their own actions.

20

Thank you.

21

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Mr. Chairman.

Thank you.
Mr. Chairman.

Yes, Mr. Arakawa.
Point of information.
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1

before we recessed I had asked for the information

2

from the study.

3

leaving tomorrow and apparently they had this study

4

done before 9/11, from what his statement was, so

5

well over six months.

6

having a copy of that so that while other Council

7

members are asking, perhaps we can peruse through it

8

and look at it and see if we have questions on it.

9

NOw, after he leaves, we're not going to be able to

You know, Mr. Parrott will be

I really would appreciate

10

ask him questions about how he did this study.

11

I really would appreciate it if it's available if we

12

could actually have a copy to look at it.

13

if this is given to us after he leaves, we're sort

14

of going to be in the lurch for that ability to

15

question.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

17

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

MS. YOSHIMURA:

And

Because

Thank you.
Is it possible to get that?

Budget Director?
Mr. Chair, could I ask for a 5-minute

20

recess?

21

go get it.

The Chief has it in his building.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

MS. YOSHIMURA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We can

All right.
And we'll do an informal transmittal.
Mr. Chair.

Yes, Mr. Kane.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I don't think it's appropriate for us

2

to get too tied up on these documents when our

3

mission right now is to address the proposal from

4

the Administration on our budget.

5

of us or provide one member with

6

or less time to do an assessment of a report that

7

hasn't been handed out to us and then force that

8

because somebody is leaving, I don't think that's

9

fair for all of us.

And to force each
with more time

And I think that's why we have

10

the Chief coming on the second round and we

11

there's issues that we need to look at prior to

12

asking questions.

13

for us to put -- one member put other members on the

14

spot to try to do some sort of reflexion or

15

assessment of the report.

16

yet and to force each other to have to stop what

17

we're doing and the process that we're here to

18

handle to go do that on a presentation that really

19

isn't all about the budget proposal for this term,

20

Mr. Chair, I ask you to reconsider that request that

21

has just been made.

22

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

25

I don't think it's appropriate

We haven't looked at it

Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Arakawa.
If I may.

This report and this

study was done over six months ago.
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1

just for point of information, you know, we had this

2

put down before us today for presentation.

3

information and background is very critical in

4

trying to do long-term analysis.

5

study was done, to be able to evaluate, for

6

instance, those deficient stations right now, what

7

those problems are, where we need to fund, what

8

needs to be done to make the correction in this

9

budget are in that study,

The

That's why this

from what we have been

10

told.

That's why I want to see that to be able to

11

ask how this information was got, whatever questions

12

that we can note just by doing a cursory look.

13

should have gotten that a long time ago in order for

14

us to really do some analysis.

15

for us.

16

gotten it.

17

it's been referred to and the more we talk about it,

18

the more I'm wondering what does this thing actually

19

contain?

20

while we're having our budget discussions and we're

21

going to be discussing what the Department really

22

needs?

23

to be able to briefly glance at it.

24

that, we're going to be having a proposal from a

25

Department, we're not going to know what the study

We

It wasn't provided

Councilmember Kane is correct, we haven't
But in the discussion throughout the day

You know, why is it being hidden from us

That's why I'm asking for that information
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1

shows is deficient and isn't deficient.

2

going to be judges of that?

3

being referred to constantly today, because we've

4

been told it's been done over six months ago I'm

5

requesting it.

6

have had the chance to be able to look at it prior

7

to this meeting, but that wasn't afforded to us.

8

That's why I'm requesting it.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

How are we

Now, it's because it's

I would have appreciated to already

Thank you.

Mr. Nishiki.

10
11

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

You have a comment before I make my ruling?
Now -- Yeah,

just a comment.

You

14

know, the time that we argue this situation right

15

now, we could have had it duplicated for us.

16

Whether we're going to be able to discuss it is

17

another thing, but sometimes, you know, we argue a

18

point and yet we could produce the document during

19

the time that we argue the point.

20

can just get it.

21

get it and we can continue on with this meeting.

22

Thank you.

23
24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So hopefully we

We've got the machinery, staff can

Thank you, Mr. Nishiki.
The Chair's ruling is that we'll secure that

document, but we'll continue this meeting.
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1

Chair's position is that the Department's request is

2

not in this document.

3

sent by the Mayor.

4

request.

5

on it.

6

delete it, that is your decision that you will be

7

making.

8

document and this presentation provided this morning

9

we can forward to the Chief to get an appropriate

It is in the budget proposal

That is the Department's

That is what you will make your decision
Whether you revise it, you support it or you

Whatever you need for this -- from this

10

response from the consultant, Mr.

11

Your -- You are being asked to make a decision on

12

whether or not the direction of the Department

13

through the Chief is asking us to support is the

14

right direction.

15

what direction we -- the Department wants to go,

16

then you need to question the Chief and have him

17

express clearly to all of us what his intentions

18

are, what is his objective to the Fiscal Year 2003

19

budget request.

20

reaches the objective through the resources that we

21

appropriate.

22

Okay.

Parrott.

Okay.

And if you are not clear on

And we will determine whether it

Okay.

So that's my position.

I will not recess this meeting again till the

23

lunch break and we'll continue to finish the

24

questions on this presentation because we need to

25

get to the meat.

And the meat is the Mayor's
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submittal on Fire Department's requests.

2
3

4

Questions?
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

8
9

So we're going to continue the

questions right now?

5

7

Mr. Arakawa.

Yes.
And we'll just continue and I'll

just ask all the questions.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

And we will -- we will get the document you

request in the meantime.

10

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

So your rotation is?

It's Mr. Molina's turn.
Okay.

Mr. Molina.

Parrott.

Thank you very much.

Question for

15

Mr.

Members, page 13 for your information.

16

Having to do with fire prevention and public

17

education in red I see it says, good prevention

18

education programs are offered to the public.

19

comments in green state, more could be done using

20

fire station personnel and community volunteers and

21

a broader range of risks should be addressed and a

22

wider audience reached.

23

trying to ask you is what do we need in terms of

24

fire prevention and public education and can you

25

comment on what specific types of wider audiences we

Mr.

And

Parrott, what I'm
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should be targeting?
MR.

PARROTT:

Predominant audience right now is -- are

3

grade school children, which is very appropriate.

4

They're a very reachable audience, very malleable in

5

terms of redefining behaviors.

6

though,

7

populations in the presentation of our information.

8

And that really ties directly with presenting a

9

wider range of topics.

The -- we shouldn't,

ignore the adult populations and the teen

The Department is very

10

active in emergency medical services.

11

that as a life-saving service.

12

things that cause them to have to go to work in that

13

element.

14

Fire Department be presenting information on

15

seatbelts, on firearms safety, on water safety, on a

16

whole variety of things that if we don't prevent the

17

event, the Fire Department is going to have to deal

18

with the event.

19

their local areas, using community volunteers who

20

may want to serve in some capacity, retired school

21

teachers, for example, who would be wonderful

22

trainers are great sources of resource for doing

23

that expanded approach.

24
25

They deliver

There are a lot of

There's no reason why we shouldn't as a

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Using station personnel within

Okay.

Can you offer us some

incentives or suggestions to get volunteers out
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there in the community?

2

MR. PARROTT:

Go ask.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Other than ask (inaudible), what's

4

the so-called carrot on the stick to get them

5

motivated that you would recommend?

6

MR.

PARROTT:

I've -- I've found that if you offer people

7

an opportunity to do something meaningful, that

8

there are a number of folks out there that are more

9

than happy to step up to the plate.

10

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Molina.
Mr. Nishiki.

12
13

Okay.

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

Two areas.

And one Jo Anne

14

kind of half touched, but I'm still concerned about

15

it.

16

statements -- and I presume that this was done here

17

with our fire fighters,

18

or three times in the back here because these are

19

our fire fighters here.

20

says here nearly half of all fire fighter on duty

21

deaths were the result of a heart attack, number

22

one, half of those had preexisting heart problems.

23

Okay.

24

critical to safety.

25

capacity testing is highly recommended.

Page No.6,

Personnel Management,

That concerns me.

in these

that's why I had to look two

And I was looking and it

Fire fighters fitness is

Periodic medical and physical
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I was going, most of these guys look

1

to look twice.

2

young to me and I don't know, but, sir, is this

3

you checked into their personnel records,

4

and -- Wait.

5

not want to answer from age because I think there

6

may be some personnel problems in asking for these

7

kinds of personal questions.

I presume,

Before -- before you answer, you may

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

But do you find --

Why don't you do a span, then, Mr. Nishiki?
Okay.

Thank you.

These heart

10

problems, are they in higher level personnel or

11

lower level personnel?

12
13

MR. PARROTT:

Did you find --

You mean, is the chief's stress load making

him the next candidate?

14

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

15

concerned.

16

MR. PARROTT:

17

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

18

MR. PARROTT:

Well, you know,

I'm just kind of

Age is a factor.
Age is a factor.

Age is a factor.

The information that I

19

provided you, the 50 percent of fire fighter deaths

20

are a result of stress-related heart issues are --

21

come from national statistics.

22

experience as presented by the National Fire

23

Protection Association in a report on 2000 fire

24

fighter fatalities.

25

is the result of the autopsies of these individuals

That is the nation's

The preexisting condition thing
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1

that found heart disease and heart issues in nearly

2

half of those folks.

3

lifestyle is a factor,

4

fitness activity and training the people go through,

5

just like the general population.

6

that these folks are involved in a very stressful

7

work environment, and so they end up in positions

8

where they are incurring far more physical stress

9

than the general population normally does and that's

Clearly age is a factor,
other behaviors, degree of

The difference is

10

why it tends to show up in fire fighters more

11

frequently.

12

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay.

So this half or 50 percent

of those that died.

13
14

MR.

PARROTT:

Correct.

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay.

So our Department being

16

that we've got a lot of different ethnic compared to

17

those brothers and sisters on the mainland, and

18

probably diets, also, our Fire Department here

19

doesn't show a higher rate of health problems, do

20

they?

21

MR.

22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

23

PARROTT:

I have no idea.
So that -- You didn't check into

these personnel records of these people here?

24

MR.

PARROTT:

25

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

I'm not permitted to do that.
You're not.
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1

MR. PARROTT:

What I do -- what we do recommend is that

2

the Department make a practice of ensuring its

3

people are healthy through fitness programs, through

4

medical screening and through physical capacity

5

screening.

6

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay.

And the last one is the

7

next block over, below, Organizational Design.

8

heard you mention, but I didn't listen very nicely,

9

talk about the Deputy Chief span of control.
said

11

another was 1 to 14.

12

control.

13

MR. PARROTT:

14

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Can you explain that, generally

what that means and what your concern is?
MR. PARROTT:

17

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

19

The Assistant Chief's span of

Correct.

16

18

You

you used the figure -- numbers 1 to 9 and

10

15

I

The Deputy Chief

different islands.
MR. PARROTT:

-- being that you are on three
Okay.

That exacerbates the problem.

The deputy

20

supervises an Administrative Assistant, Fire

21

Prevention Captain, Training Captain, three

22

Assistant Chiefs, two Fire Mechanics and Hazardous

23

Materials Captain.

24

is a lot of activity, a lot of relationships

25

involved in that.

That is a lot of stuff.

The assistant chiefs each
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1

supervise 14 captains.

And those 14 captains are,

2

as you so well described, distributed over three

3

different islands.

4

to me their concern that there are times they don't

5

see people who they supervise but once every three

6

months or more.

7

effective supervisor, to provide the support to the

8

people that they really deserve.

9

span of control issue that I am referring to.

The assistant chiefs expressed

That makes it so difficult to be an

And so that is the

10

Typically in a management level position a 1 to 5 or

11

1 to 4 is a more appropriate span of control ratio.

12

It makes it

13

for his -- his people.

14

makes that supervisor more effective

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Is seeing them important rather

15

than communicating, or is that the lack of it?

16

seeing, but speaking and communicating?

17

MR. PARROTT:

Communication is everything.

Not

We -- we do

18

everything we do by -- through communication.

We

19

make sure that our personnel are being supported in

20

the way they need to be through communications.

21

ensure that our people are doing the jobs they were

22

hired to do through communications.

23

better.

24

that not nearly enough is possible because of the

25

distribution and the diverse -- diverse geography

The more, the

And right now it appears to at least us
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and the span of control.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Thank you.

will have -- you have some recommendations?

4

MR. PARROTT:

5

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.
Thank you.

I'm done.

Thank you.

7

Mr. Kane.

8

Mr. Arakawa.

9

And in your report you

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Yes.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

10

But I guess we can't use that report and the

11

recommendations because that's not part of the

12

budget this year.

13

each of these items as we're going to go through

14

them.

15

about organization and fire suppression, can you

16

explain what exactly you studied for fire

17

suppression, what this area details?

18

specific the way I want to relate to it is we had a

19

special fund that was created so that if there were

20

a lot of grass in an area or there was a fire

21

hazard, we would use this fund to try and -- I guess

22

we make the correction and then charge the owners

23

back for that.

24

suppression area that you're saying needs to be

25

worked on?

I have an overview question on

In -- and on page 2, when you're talking

Is that what
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1

MR.

PARROTT:

No.

The program you're referring to is

2

housed in the Fire Prevention Section and it is an

3

effective program and working well.

4

suppression is the putting out of fires,

5

wet stuff on the hot stuff, so to speak, to

6

extinguish fires either in buildings or in vehicles

7

or in wildland areas.

8

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Fire
putting the

And in your opinion the equipment

that we have for fire suppression to put out the

9

10

fires at this point at each of the stations where we

11

have do address the situations that they're going to

12

be required to take care of?

13

MR.

PARROTT:

To the most part.

14

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Could you give me an example of

15

areas where we could expand on the equipment or have

16

better equipment to better service the areas?

17

MR.

PARROTT:

Certainly.

Any area without fire hydrants

18

is necessarily an area that -- that you'll need to

19

develop a water-carrying capability.

20

isn't in the ground, you'll need to carry it to

21

wherever the fire is.

22

appropriate in those areas without hydrants.

23

Hana area,

24

number of narrow, windy roads that large fire trucks

25

simply can't or have great difficulty negotiating.

If the water

More tankers would be very
The

just to use an example, has a great
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1

Smaller apparatus would be more appropriate in those

2

areas along with the larger apparatus for the

3

downtown portions.

4

changes.

5

what we're recommending is that as part of the

6

strategic plan, a total reassessment of apparatus

7

needs to be conducted location by location and

8

recommendations developed.

9

So we are recommending a few

Those are in the report.

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

And essentially

If I can ask, when you did your --

10

when you did your study and you were looking at this

11

area, there are areas in Maui County where even

12

though it's a very residential or I guess semi rural

13

in nature, that we have fire hydrants that don't

14

have adequate water pressure.

15

that in the equipment or have you looked at that so

16

that the equipment in the various stations can

17

address those particular areas?

18

MR. PARROTT:

Are you addressing

That would be part of that

that research

19

on what apparatus ought to be in each station.

20

there are -- is a station with a predominance of

21

areas that have hydrants, but they don't flow what's

22

necessary to deliver fire protection capability,

23

then that would be a good candidate for a water

24

tanker.

25

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay.

If

And as part of the study
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1

did you get into the specific type of equipment each

2

of the stations need to get in order to address that

3

particular community?

4

MR.

PARROTT:

No, not to that level of detail.

5

identified that there,

6

for improvement and made a general recommendation

7

that that be more thoroughly researched as part of

8

the long-range plan.

9

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay.

in fact,

We

were opportunities

So, Chief,

in your budget

10

proposals did you do any kind of analysis as to what

11

kind of equipment you needed for these kinds of

12

situations?

13

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

Yes.

If you remember the CDBG requests, we

14

requested a mini pumper for Hana and that is one of

15

the concerns of the Hana situation out there where

16

we have a pumper, a regular pumper for the city area

17

and a mini pumper to get to the outlying areas.

18

that's one of the requests we made for the

19

equipment.

20

requesting a replacement ladder truck for Lahaina,

21

being the ladder truck is 15 years old.

22

get more into detail on that.

23

tankers being made presently that was from the last

24

budget that we purchased and it should be coming in

25

October,

So

And in my presentation I'll be also

And I'll

But we also have

I believe.
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COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay.

And in areas where we have

2

the ambulance service or lack of ambulance service

3

and we have fire station personnel in that area,

4

like for instance the Kula Fire Station or the newly

5

being built Wailea Fire Station when that comes up,

6

if the timetable for the emergency ambulance service

7

is longer because they don't have adequate service

8

or in the case of Kula where it's not covered 24

9

hours, are our personnel going to be stationed there

10

that have that extra training to be able to handle

11

those situations and the equipment put in place so

12

that maybe if somebody were, let's say, injured or

13

needed that extra help,

14

transporting that person down or taking care of that

15

situation would still have enough coverage for the

16

area?

17

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

the fire fighters that are

Well, your first question on the type of

18

medical training, we as a Fire Department is a first

19

responder trained in CPR and trained to use the AED,

20

automatic external defibrillator.

21

height of our training.

22

higher than that.

23

responders, every fire fighter is trained, they're

24

certified annually on those three things that I

25

mentioned.

That is the

We don't have any training

Basically we are first

That is our scope of responsibility at
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1

this time.

2

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay.

So if someone were injured,

3

and, again, we'll use Kula as an area because they

4

don't have 24-hour service, what would your fire

5

fighters do?

6

MR. ISHIKAWA:

If we were called --

7

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Say there was an auto accident and

8

there were two people injured, one was bleeding

9

heavily -- or you create a situation, how would your

10
11

fire fighters react to that?
MR. ISHIKAWA:

Basically they will go and they would

12

respond upon being called and they will perform to

13

the level that they were trained at, which is a

14

first responder.

15

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

16
17

But they wouldn't transport?

wouldn't
MR. ISHIKAWA:

We don't do transport.

18

vehicles to transport.

19

of the ambulance service.

20

They

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay.

We don't have

That is the responsibilities

But you don't need -- you

21

don't need vehicles to work with that because you

22

wouldn't be doing that kind of service?

23

MR. ISHIKAWA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

25

No.
Okay.

Those are my two questions

for now, Mr. Chair.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.
Ms. Johnson.

2
3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No more.

Thank you.

5

Mr. Molina?

6

Mr. Nishiki?

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Sir, of the hundred personnel that

8

was questioned, what were the biggest concerns that

9

our own fire fighters had?

If there was any -- not

10

criticism, but more improvements that can be done to

11

help themselves.

12

MR. PARROTT:

The two areas generally.

13

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

14

MR. PARROTT:

Yeah.

Communications, being able to know what's

15

going on within the organization and have

16

opportunity to influence that, and training.

17

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Training and communication.

18

And, Chief, my last question:

19

testing here in the Department?

20
21

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Drug testing?

Okay.

Do you guys have drug
Is it mandatory?

Yes, we have our random

testing throughout the year.

22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Okay, Chief.

Mr. Arakawa brought up

24

transport.

25

for act as a transport under certain conditions?

Does that helicopter program that we pay
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MR.

ISHIKAWA:

We do transport only in a -- from an

2

inaccessible area to the nearest road where the

3

ambulance would be waiting.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So it's more of an extraction from a

hazardous area, then, more than likely?

5

6

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That's correct.
This is only land-based?

If it's something

8

in the water, the Coast Guard or some -- another

9

agency would be the responder?

10

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

It depends on -- We do respond out into the

11

ocean and we do -- we have a boat.

12

to extract a victim out of the water into a boat, we

13

work with either Coast Guard or our rescue boat.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And if we need

So that's the same with the jet ski

program that we have financed?

15
16

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.
Okay.

Let me get back to, since some of

18

the members did bring it up

19

the details would come when we get into your

20

details, Chief.

21

brings up, since one of his graphs showed that there

22

is already built-in margin of additional capacity

23

under workload for all the stations overall, would

24

you be able to take care of training within those

25

limited capacities that you have existing?

And I'm sure most of

This training that Mr. Parrott
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MR.

If I'm hearing you right, we're talking

about on-shift training in the station?

2
3

ISHIKAWA:

CHAIR HOKAMA:

You're going to need to inform us, Mr. --

4

Chief, how you want to do this.

5

at the workload for response and by your consultant

6

except for Engine 6, which has a very high -- higher

7

reporting or response request than the other

8

stations,

9

any additional cost to the County?

10

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

Because I'm looking

I assume you can do your training without

On a response level of Engine 6, which is

11

our busiest station, your question is how would we

12

do our training at that station?

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

existing constraints?

14
15

I assume you can do training within your

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

Yes.

Presently we're -- we're trying to do

16

the training as we can, you know,

17

have to take the engine out of service to train the

18

people, then we would bring ln another engine to

19

cover that district because of it's being the

20

busiest station.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

for the -- If we

And, Chief, why I bring this up is

22

that, you know, some of the members have a concern

23

about the overall health and condition of your fire

24

fighters.

25

either on a semiannual or annual basis for your fire

Is -- You have physicals requirements
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fighters?
MR.

ISHIKAWA:

We have an annual PUC physical done for the

3

fire fighters, which they have a blood testing, we

4

allow them to have their cholesterol levels checked,

5

their blood pressure checked.

6

function test, which is to test their capacity of

7

their lungs, that is a requirement from OSHA for

8

anyone who uses a breathing apparatus.

9

do TB testing annually.

We have a pulmonary

Also we also

We also have a hepatitis B

10

program.

11

Specialist, we're going to pursue the wellness and

12

fitness program.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And with this new position of the Medical

So this -- so this will give you a good

14

sense that your fire fighter if he had to climb five

15

flights of stairs with no elevator in the building

16

fully equipped, then need to carry out an injured

17

person, that your personnel is conditioned to do

18

this?

19

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

Overall, I believe so.

Our fire fighters

20

are very active in their off-duty time and they're

21

very conscious now of their health and they do take

22

it upon themselves to keep fit because they know

23

what kind of work that they have to do.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

What happens when you find fire

fighters that are not conditioned to do the job?
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MR.

ISHIKAWA:

Okay.

The fire fighter has a medical

2

problem from the PUC test, they're referred to their

3

own doctor.

4

not give him his PUC card.

5

requirement for our Department to possess that PUC

6

card, health card.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And that is a

And what is the time you give the fire

fighter to do corrective measures?

8
9

The medical examiner for the PUC will

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

Okay.

Six months?

Well, that depends on the doctor.

10

don't have the medical knowledge of how long it

11

should be or

12

that we hire to give the PUC physical and the

13

follow-up with his own doctor.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Are these fire fighters allowed to respond

to an alarm?

15
16

so we rely upon the medical staff

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

No.

If they have a medical problem,

17

they're taken off duty and they have to have it

18

corrected with a doctor approval before we bring

19

them up back to the line.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

They get paid to be off duty?

21

MR.

It depends on

22
23

We can offer them light

duty or they may take sick leave.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

24
25

ISHIKAWA:

How many personnel do you have on this

status at this time?
MR.

ISHIKAWA:

To my knowledge, none right now.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

So basically you're telling us that the

Department is 100-percent capable?

3

MR. ISHIKAWA:

So far, but we're starting to take --

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Above the rank -- below the rank of

5

6

captain.
MR. ISHIKAWA:

All of them take the PUC physical,

7

including myself, so

8

year's one.

9

PUC physicals.

We haven't started this

We're just on the verge of starting the
And as of last year, there was -- to

10

my knowledge, there was no fire fighter that was

11

taken off duty.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

My last question, Chief, the

13

information lacking from risk management regarding

14

workmen comp or industrial claims, that is because

15

they're not -- DPS is not doing the proper

16

documentation and statistical data keeping, or is it

17

that your people are not getting the correct

18

information for -- for recordation and statistical

19

analysis?

20

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Well, on this evaluation I believe Mr.

21

Parrott and his group went to the risk manager,

22

didn't you?

23

MR. PARROTT:

24

MR. ISHIKAWA:

25

Yeah.
And so I have no knowledge of why the

information wasn't given.

Maybe Mr. Parrott can
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answer that.
MR. PARROTT:

On the risk management discussion, worker

3

injury rates and information were not available.

4

asked Risk Management to provide us with not names,

5

but a list of how many people had been injured and

6

what the injury was and lost time and such, and that

7

information was not available.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

MR. PARROTT:

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Who did your people talk to?
The risk manager and his assistant.
Okay.
Okay.

11

We

Thank you, Mr.
Members,

Parrott.

I'm going to allow one more

12

round of questioning and then I'm going to ask to

13

wrap it up.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

presentation.

Mr. Kane, any questions?
No further questions on the

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Arakawa.

17

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Yeah, I've still got a bunch of

18

questions, but we'll try and limit it.

19

up with Councilmember Hokama's question, Chief, the

20

major cause of injury or deaths is heart concerns.

21

Does the Department test in this area?

22

a program where heart problems are monitored or we

23

have

24

that is the major cause of deaths?

25

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

In following

Do they have

Do we have a program in this area, since

Presently the only thing that we rely on is
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1

their PUC physical and their blood pressure testing

2

at that time.

3

health confidentiality of who has a problem or what

4

kind of problem, but --

5

I have no knowledge because of the

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Then if I may, Mr. Chairman,

6

perhaps we should make it a requirement -- if this

7

is the area where statistically we have the highest

8

death incidence, then the Department should make it

9

a policy that there be some kind of a test in this

10

area to make sure that the -- our employees are in

11

good health and have good heart conditions.

12

want to know the individual names or numbers and I

13

don't think that's any of our business, but I do

14

think that we have to make sure that they are having

15

the appropriate care in this area if this is

16

statistically the -- the cause of most deaths.

17

mean, the last thing we want to do is ignore the

18

area where we have the most problems.

19

think that we could make this one of the checks.

20

your budget would that be an onerous addition for

21

the medical to be able to make sure this area is

22

okay?

23

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

I don't

I

So I would
In

If we're looking to give the fire fighters

24

an EKG test that would raise our -- substantially

25

our cost for the physical.

Presently in our
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1

physical we do -- we do not do a treadmill, but we

2

do a standing jog for two minutes and a measure of

3

our pulse rate and before and after.

4

that we are being given presently.

5

if we do an EKG or a treadmill, that's an additional

6

cost.

7

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Well,

That is a test
But, you know,

I understand that.

And what

8

Mr.

Parrott is pointing out in this study, and I'm

9

going strictly on what he said and not -- you know,

10

with no details, if that is the major problem for

11

people within the fire fighting industry, then

12

perhaps even if it costs a little bit more we should

13

be monitoring to make sure that this is an area that

14

our personnel are taken care of.

15

but, again, the statistics and what you're showing

16

us that this is the major area, so we should be

17

monitoring the major area, in my opinion.

18

Chair, if we can look at having the Fire Department

19

budget for these kinds of treatment for their

20

personnel,

21

on -- based on the information that they're showing

22

us.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

It is a cost item,

So, Mr.

I think it would be a good thing to do

When we get to the specific program areas,

24

Mr. Arakawa,

I think those questions can be

25

responded by the Chief.
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COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay.

Well, we'll discuss it.

2

But, again,

I'm relating to what we're being told in

3

this presentation.

4

material and the data which weren't given yet, so I

5

sort of have to imagine what the background for it

6

is.

I have not seen any of the

In the -- on page 5 when you talk about

7

8

planning and accreditation, Mr.

Parrott.

In order

9

for the Fire Department to get into this area where

10

we start actually looking at accreditation

11

are you bringing this up as an area, first of all?

12

And you mentioned that there are a lot of things

13

that we have to consider because there are a lot of

14

hazards that are involved in it because of costs and

15

other things.

16

benefit of doing this and approximately what we have

17

available that we would have to improve upon to be

18

able to meet the standards of accreditation?

19

MR. PARROTT:

Why

Could you explain what would be the

Accreditation is a process of review.

It's

20

a peer review process that involves looking at the

21

organizational systems and benchmarking those

22

against what's considered the ideal in the industry.

23

It is a very involved process.

24

complete.

25

systems in order to achieve the ideals described in

It takes months to

It requires modifications of Department
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1

the accreditation standards.

There are two

2

advantages.

3

certificate to hang on the wall that says you're

4

accredited.

5

not,

6

that I think offers the greatest opportunity.

7

as part of this report, we were tasked with making

8

recommendations for improvement.

9

has gone through and achieved accreditation is a

The first is you get a nice little

Whether that's exciting for anybody or

I don't know.

The second advantage is the one
And

A Department that

10

very good organization.

11

procedures in place, they have all of the systems in

12

place, they have a strategic plan, they have

13

identified standards of performance and developed

14

performance objectives.

15

well-organized, well-designed system.

16

advantage of going through it, is its take -- it

17

really takes this evaluation one step farther and

18

really hones the organization into something that

19

you can be very proud of.

20

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay.

They have all of the

It is a tight, well-run,
That's the

You didn't answer the

21

second half of the question, which is with our

22

Department where it is right now, what do we need to

23

do?

24

to meet these standards?

25

Which areas would we have to work on to be able

MR. PARROTT:

What would it take?

First and foremost is the development of the
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1

strategic plan.

That's coming.

Like I said, that

2

is the rest of our work on your behalf.

3

implementing much of what the strategic plan will

4

say to do, including refinement of procedures,

5

adoption of performance objectives and targets,

6

developing wellness/fitness programs that are

7

effective for the employees, all of -- a variety of

8

things.

9

thick, and so I really don't have the time to list

And then

The criteria come in a notebook about this

10

every single thing.

11

based on what is found in that accreditation guide.

12

Implementing the recommendations that we have made

13

will, again, take you a long ways towards being able

14

to achieve accreditation.

15

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Much of this evaluation was

And I ask this, it's kind of a

16

loaded question when I'm asking it because I want

17

to -- I want to try and understand with our Fire

18

Department what we need to take us to that level.

19

In other words, if -- for instance, the national

20

standards for response time, you know, if 90 percent

21

to respond time under 4 minutes and if we're 90

22

percent not able to respond, then we would -- would

23

we be meeting an accreditation standard or would

24

that be something we would have to correct?

25

MR. PARROTT:

No, that won't be an issue.

Accreditation
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1

merely says have a standard.

It doesn't specify

2

what your standard shall be.

But you need to have a

3

standard that you have adopted and you've directed

4

the Chief to work towards achievement through

5

presentation of budget requests or modifications of

6

systems.

7

must meet.

8

that you're attempting to achieve.

9

Again, it doesn't specify the standard you
It merely says you must have a standard

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

And that standard, again, if

10

you're doing it this -- what you're saying is every

11

community can have a different standard?

12

MR. PARROTT:

Absolutely.

And should.

I think that's

13

totally appropriate.

14

Communities within your sphere of influence will

15

have likely different standards because it will be

16

very difficult to achieve a uniform standard across

17

all three islands.

18

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Every community is different.

But it's a program that -- well, I

19

guess you can provide us with the booklet that shows

20

what we would have to do to create that.

21
22
23

MR. PARROTT:

There's a chart and the rest of the

materials available.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay.

And, Mr. Chairman, in the

24

area that you were asking for about risk management,

25

I think that, you know,

I had a question about that
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1

as well.

2

of statistics to our risk management area, there are

3

forms that are filled out every time we have an

4

injury.

5

way:

6

appropriate and turn them in to the risk manager?

7

It goes to the Chief:

In your reporting

Why would the -- Well, let me ask it this

Do you fill out all the forms that are

MR. ISHIKAWA:

For every injury there is the CWl, I

8

believe that's the form, everyone is filled out by

9

the captain.

Or if a captain is the one that is

10

injured, the assistant chief will fill out that form

11

for the appropriate person.

12

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay.

Then, Mr. Chairman, when

13

the risk manager comes in, let's ask him to be able

14

to provide to us the justification for not having

15

all that information available for the report.

16

Because if the report is being filed appropriately

17

at the Department level, then the risk manager

18

really has no business not to have it all in his

19

pocket to be able to provide information to a

20

consultant asking.

21
22
23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

We'll have the Budget Director

prepare the Division of Risk Management to respond.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay.

In the -- You want to wrap

24

this up real quick, then, because I have got a lot

25

of questions that I could continue asking them.
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1

I -- My problem with asking the questions is I

2

haven't read the material that backs this up and I

3

don't know what material is there to be able to

4

support this.

5

have to guess at because I don't know what these

6

things actually mean.

7

we're not going to have that before the Chief starts

8

his discussion this afternoon.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So I've got a lot of questions that I

I assume by your comment

I'm -- I cannot tell you.

When can you

10

make that material available to the Committee,

11

Chief?

12

MR. ISHIKAWA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

During the lunch break we'll transmit that.
Okay.

Because that would save me

14

a lot of time just trying to guess on a lot of that

15

stuff.

16

17
18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And the Chief will try and accommodate us

through the lunch period, Mr. Arakawa.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Then I have just one more -- one

19

more area that I would like to explore.

20

assessment of all the different fire stations when

21

you went around to check out all the different fire

22

stations, the living standards of all the officers

23

that are out in the fire -- in the various

24

stations -- Over the years I have had opportunity to

25

visit virtually every station that we have at one
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1

point or another.

A lot of the furniture,

a lot of

2

the day-to-day living kind of equipment need to be

3

worked on.

4

than others and some that are simply not good at

5

all.

6

for -- I guess at the national level each of the

7

fire stations, is there a program that you would

8

recommend or a type of budgeting you would recommend

9

to make sure that there's a standard that's set that

There are some areas that are better

In your assessment of how you do programming

10

we don't go below for the day-to-day living of the

11

officers?

12

MR. PARROTT:

There is no standard that has been developed

13

for that.

14

you want your people treated, what kind of an

15

environment do you want them living and working in.

16

And I would agree with your comment that there are

17

some stations that the standard living conditions

18

are less than what I would consider acceptable and I

19

do believe improvements are necessary.

20

It really is local choice and just how do

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay.

Because in that

in that

21

particular area, you know, a lot of times the fire

22

fighters are having to scrounge for things like

23

couches and chairs and basic necessities.

24

MR. PARROTT:

That's correct.

25

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

And I believe that the Department
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1

should actually start really budgeting for periodic

2

replacement and make sure that the -- it's living

3

quarters.

4

24 hours a day, that at least we meet a minimum

5

acceptable standard and we have a very set repair

6

and replacement program for equipment.

7

that's just part of the basic budgeting that needs

8

to be done.

9

evaluation of how our personnel are having to

People are living there day in, day out,

I think

So I would like to see that in the

10

survive and how our personnel attitudes are

11

formulated.

12

each of these fire fighters that are living out in

13

the districts as human beings as well to have a

14

minimum quality that we would maintain.
With that,

15
16

I think it's critical that we respect

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Mr. Arakawa.
Ms. Johnson, any

17

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20
21

I'll close, Mr. Chairman.

No, thank you.

-- closing questions?
Mr. Nishiki.

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

Just one.

You mentioned

22

training, you mentioned communication, two concerns.

23

Mr. Arakawa alluded to living conditions within

24

stations as far as our personnel's ability to keep

25

watch over the County 24 hours a day.
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1

examined equipment and more specifically vehicles

2

and the areas that they need to go and fight in,

3

unless there's an overlapping big forest fire or

4

something on Molokai or wherever, do you find that

5

the vehicles that we have for the Department to be

6

acceptable?

7

but in case we need to go and save lives, are they

8

good?

9

MR.

PARROTT:

And I don't mean minimally acceptable,

Yes.

10

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

11

MR. PARROTT:

Excellent?

Some are.

Some are older and not quite so

12

excellent anymore.

13

things.

14

have -- What you have is good equipment.

15

it has been replaced over the last several years.

16

In some cases we would recommend either different

17

kinds of equipment or additional different kinds of

18

equipment to deal with whatever the specific risk in

19

that area is, but in general you're well equipped

20

from an apparatus standpoint.

Your apparatus situation is good.

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

That's the natural course of

Okay.

You
A lot of

I'm done.

Thank you very much, Mr. Nishiki.

Mr. Parrott, we thank you very much for your

24

presentation this morning.

And we'll be recessing

25

shortly, but if you do have a few minutes that you
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may be able to speak with members individually.

2

MR. PARROTT:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

I would be happy to.
If you could please accommodate them, I

would appreciate it.

5

MR. PARROTT:

6

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

And thank you very much.
One last question.

Yes.
Just out of curiosity.

Proceed.

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Because you already have it on

11

page 8.

12

total current liability and you have a $4,141,000

13

red figure showing a negative cash amount of --

14

negative reserve replacement fund,

15

you're recommending that we establish?

16

MR. PARROTT:

When you say that there's a current --

is that something

I -- When I was a fire chief I had a reserve

17

fund for apparatus replacement.

18

fire engine, when it was time to replace it, I had

19

the cash in the bank to do it.

20

interest.

21

money.

22

to long-term apparatus replacement.

23

discipline, certainly, to save the money and leave

24

it there until it's needed.

25

When I needed a

That fund earned

I didn't have to pay interest on borrowed

I think that's a very responsible approach

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

It requires

And that basically would allow the
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1

Chief to be able to purchase the equipment as they

2

see needed rather than have to come to a budgeting

3

process like this every time?

4
5

MR. PARROTT:

The benefit is that if -- when he has a plan

for apparatus, he can implement it on its schedule.

6

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Thank you very much, Mr. Arakawa.

Again, Chief Ishikawa, Mr. Parrott, we thank

8

9

Okay.

Okay.

you very much.
Before I adjourn, I have a lady that would

10
11

like to share a few comments, that is Terryl Vencl

12

testifying before the Committee on the Fiscal 2003

13

budget request from Mayor Apana.
BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY

14

15

MS. VENCL:

Aloha, Mr. Chairman and Committee Members.

16

I'm Terryl Vencl.

I'm the Executive Director of the

17

Maui Hotel Association.

18

listening to the latter comments here, but I had

19

earlier thought I saw in the budget some requests

20

for furnishings.

21

would -- knowing what a wish list looks like, if the

22

Chief would send me something that's needed in the

23

way of beds, refrigerators, couches, whatever it is

24

that you need for living quarters,

25

to fax that out and get that out to properties.

And I believe that as I was

I would like to offer up that I
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1

Because we have a great deal of turnover within our

2

associations and it's not just in hotels, but in

3

condos.

4

think we could even come up with some of those.

5

I would be happy to offer a way to facilitate that

6

if you would like to use that.

7

8
9

12
13

And

Mahalo.

. END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY .

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Ms. Vencl, for that kind gesture

from your industry.
So, Chief, I would take her up on that offer.

10
11

So when I see things like dinette sets, I

MR. ISHIKAWA:

We are very much appreciative of that and I

will be getting in contact with you.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you, Ms. Vencl.

Any questions, members?

14

Thank you.

We will continue at

15

1:30, at which time the Chief will present his

16

general overview of the budget for his Department as

17

well as highlight the differences from the previous

18

years' requests.

19

RECESS:

20

RECONVENE:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Recess till 1:30 p.m.

(Gavel.)

11:49 a.m.

1: 36 p.m.

(Gavel.)

We shall reconvene the

22

continuation of today's agenda.

23

information we were able to receive the detailed

24

portion of the Fire Department's evaluation dated

25

March 2002 that has been handed out to all of the
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members for your review.

And if you do have

2

questions, then please forward it -- you may either

3

go directly to the Chief or you could -- you may

4

also go through the Committee Chair to assist you.
Okay, Members, on the program budget, we are

5
6

under Section 8-2, Department of Fire control.

7

Budget Director, any opening comments for Fiscal

8

Year 2003?

9

MS. YOSHIMURA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

The Department's

10

request is for expansion positions of seven

11

employees.

12

request, $800,000 for a ladder truck, $400,000 for a

13

burn trailer.

14

which will be discussed towards the end of the

15

Chief's discussion with you this afternoon.

16

think -- I think we can have Chief Ishikawa go ahead

17

and start his presentation.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

They also have an equipment bond

They also have two CIP projects,

Okay.

Chief Ishikawa,

And I

could you give us

19

your update and overview of your upcoming budget

20

request, please?

21

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

Okay.

Thank you, Council Chair and Council

22

Members.

In the Fiscal Year 2002-2003 budget

23

request this year basically, as I stated earlier,

24

that we are attempting to do a reorganization of the

25

Department and these will be our first steps in
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1

doing a reorganization.

2

requested for expansion positions to accomplish this

3

reorganization, and basically the expansion

4

positions are basically to keep up with the demands

5

of our modern fire service organization and to help

6

better management of our fire operations.

7

we're asking for three Battalion Chiefs.

8

responsibilities basically are to respond to major

9

alarms where only one company is involved.

10

will be the -- or she will be the incident

11

commander.

12

company response and a haz. mat. incident is a

13

multiple company response and most rescues are

14

mUlti-company response.

15

the Battalion Chief would develop and set the

16

tactics and strategies for this incident.

17

is responsible for scene safety for fire fighters

18

and for victims.

19

or excuse me.

20

accountability of fire personnel on scene and

21

requesting for resources for the incident.

22

he would be the PIO officer or he may designate

23

someone to be his PIO officer.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We have ex -- we have

Presently
Their

And he

Any structural fire is a multiple

Chief.

As an incident commander,

Also he

The sole purpose is to rescue

He also is responsible for the

And also

Presently the --

Chief, you're going to need to

explain to the members a term such as PIO.
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not fami liar terms for us.
MR.

ISHIKAWA:

Okay .

That would be the publ ic infor mati on

3

offic er to deal with the medi a when we have a
large

4

scale incid ent.

5

assig n poss ibly a Capt ain or some one from Fire

6

Prev entio n or even from the Train ing that woul
d be

7

calle d back to hand le the infor mati on distr ibut
ed to

8

the medi a.

9

enco mpas sing these resp onsi bilit ies, besid es
othe r

Basi cally the Batt alion Chie f woul d

Pres ently the Assi stant Chie fs are

10

adm inist rativ e resp onsi bilit ies.

11

Chie fs hand le manp ower move ments , they 're

12

respo nsibl e for assig ned CIP proj ects, they hand
le

13

any griev ance s or perso nnel prob lems , they atten
d

14

work shops and semi nars, they 'll be invo lved with

15

othe r agen cies in plann ing and part icipa ting
in

16

table top exer cises and emer gency exer cises .

17

proj ects that the Assi stant Chie fs are assig ned
fall

18

to the ways ide when they need to respo nd to an

19

incid ent.

20

Every day is not a typic al day wher e plann ed
tasks

21

can be comp leted due to this natu re.

22

Chie fs have assig ned tasks to do, but if an

23

emer gency happ ens, ever ythin g is put to the side
and

24

they atten d to the emer gency .

25

Batt alion Chie f that we are requ estin g, the

The Assi stant

Many

We are an emer gency respo nse Depa rtmen t.

Our Assi stant

So with this
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1

Battalion Chiefs would be handling the response and

2

becoming the incident commander at the scenes and

3

the Assistant Chief would be handling the

4

administrative responsibilities, thus taking

5

workload off of the 24-hour Battalion Chief.

6

is to better our operations, relieve the workload,

7

as we mentioned.

8

evaluation, to improve our communication with our

9

captains and to follow up on the responses.

This

As Joe Parrott mentioned in his

And

10

with -- and I believe we touched on the span of

11

control, which is 1 to 5.

12

has a span of control 1 to 14.

13

geographic diversity of the personnel they

14

supervise, this is an unmanageable situation.

15

to the workload,

16

captains under their command causes substantial

17

communication and performance management issues.

18

With the addition of the Battalion Chief's position,

19

we should reduce the workload and ease these issues.

20

The Deputy Chief's span of control is currently 1 to

21

9.

22

operating programs of the Department, many key

23

personnel performing work well outside the primary

24

purpose of their position.

25

Chief,

Our Assistant Chief today
And given the

Due

infrequent abilities to meet with

He has overall responsibilities for all

Most notably, the Fire

Deputy Chief, Assistant Chief, has Haz. Mat.
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1

Captain, Training Captain; these people routinely

2

are focused on work not directly related to duties

3

and responsibilities of their positions.

4

If given the support for this first step

5

toward our reorganization to meet the demands of a

6

modern fire service organization, the following

7

reorganization will take place as follows:

8

Assistant Chief positions would be structured to a

9

40-hour schedule and would alleviate the workload of

The

10

the Battalion Chief's position, Deputy Chief

11

position, and Fire Chief position.

12

would be attending to the administrative

13

responsibilities and relieve the Battalion Chief

14

positions from this.

15

workshops and meetings that the Deputy Chief and

16

Fire Chief attends now because there is no one else

17

that can attend.

18

Chiefs and Captains to be more informed as the

19

Assistant Chief would be able to attend more

20

informative workshops and meetings.

21

have to be very selective in which ones we do attend

22

due to the manpower availability.

23

They basically

They would be able to attend

This should allow the Battalion

Also working on CIP projects.

Presently we

The Assistant

24

Chief can work on that project where now the

25

Assistant Chiefs that are assigned the CIP project,
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1

the problem they face is, like I say, their

2

emergency response.

3

projects, but then they get interrupted by emergency

4

responses and that may take the whole day away from

5

them.

6

contractors.

7

because they respond to an emergency so the projects

8

get pushed back.

9

plan to have an Assistant Chief of Operations and an

So they plan to work on the

They're also having problems with contacting
Sometimes they miss their appointments

With this new reorganization we

10

Assistant Chief of Support Services.

The Assistant

11

Chief of Operations would have overall

12

responsibility for management of emergency service

13

response system.

14

attention to deployment planning,

15

performance assessment,

16

assessment, other concerns currently not being

17

addressed due to the workload.

18

Chief position would be of support services and he

19

would have the responsibility for all support

20

services to the Operations and Prevention Divisions.

21

They would be in charge of acquisition and

22

distribution of equipment and supplies, apparatus

23

specifications and ordering, vehicle and equipment

24

maintenance, manage and supervise all elements of

25

the fire emergency prevention and education program.

They would be able to give greater
response

response readiness
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1

These positions are the beginning of our

2

reorganization efforts.

3

grows,

4

positions and responsibilities will have to be

5

addressed.

6

And as the Department

so does the responsibilities so these other

Also we are asking for an expansion position

7

for the Training Bureau.

The Training Bureau is in

8

dire need of more training positions.

9

for -- we are requesting for two more training

Requesting

The needs are more -- the needs for more

10

positions.

11

training positions to address the need for training

12

of required training for the safety of our fire

13

fighters are not compromised.

14

mandatory training are mounting.

15

8-7, we have a list of our training that is

16

required, the number of hours per person it takes to

17

train these people and the number of persons that we

18

need to train.

19

help make our training more progressive and meet the

20

hours needed for new training and annual refresher

21

training and recertification.

22

challenges of training our fire fighters on one

23

subject can take a month to have all of them trained

24

due to our work schedule and three different shifts.

25

These requested positions would provide instructions

Many hours of
If you refer to

Many hours -- these new positions to

The logistical
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1

that will improve the safety of our fire fighters

2

with knowledge of new and more dangerous threats out

3

there in this world.

4

A dedicated driver trainer is one of the new

5

positions we are seeking.

This would help to meet

6

the CDL standards and most importantly have an

7

annual refresher driver training classroom and

8

behind-the-wheel training, refresher on pump

9

training and operations of new equipment and new

10

technology.

11

the ability to send personnel for more advanced

12

training and yet not let the daily training suffer

13

because of a lack of staff.

14

programs can be better utilized to the Department's

15

advantage when more people will be available and

16

more subjects can be covered.

17

continuous training for fire fighters on the line as

18

well as fire fighter trainees.

19

The addition of trainers will increase

The train-the-trainer

It will also be

We're also requesting for a Haz. Mat. Fire

20

Fighter III position.

21

the workload of the Haz. Mat. Captain who before

22

9/11 had a full plate of responsibility and then

23

some.

24

Haz. Mat. Division has been brought to the front

25

stage and the amount of training for responding to a

This position is to alleviate

With all of these threats of terrorism, the
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1

threat is not only explosive, but now the threats of

2

chemical and biological terrorism has become real

3

before our eyes.

4

information gathering that just the simple thing

5

such as conducting a site inspection for hazardous

6

materials has been put to the side.

7

first responders in any event and are handed the

8

responsibilities to respond and attend to the

9

emergency with the least amount of knowledge and

There is so much training and

We are the

10

specialized equipment to deal with these threats.

11

Research of specialized equipment alone is a task in

12

itself.

13

of specialized equipment and the prices are on the

14

high end, so scrutiny on what exactly is needed

15

becomes very important.

16

brings us back to specialized training.

17

States Fire Administration or FEMA are informing

18

fire departments throughout the nation of possible

19

chemical and biological attacks that are highly

20

probable.

21

realize that the Federal level there are many

22

trained experts with knowledge and equipment

23

necessary to handle such incidents, but the Federal

24

Government is not the first responders to any

25

incident in the US.

Because there are so many different types

With specialized equipment
The United

The Federal Government after 9/11 came to

But it's the local level that
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1

are first responders and we are the least equipped

2

with equipment and the least informed with

3

knowledge.

I attended a seminar in Washington, D.C.

4

last July.

The Senator from Georgia came up and

5

made a speech and he stated that the Federal

6

Government are the best equipped and the most

7

knowledgeable, but they are the last to arrive at an

8

incident.

9

the first responders.

No truer words are said.

The local are

The local level fire

10

department, police, EMS, we are the first and we

11

have the least knowledge and the least training.

12

with this new Haz. Mat. Fire Fighter III we can

13

expand by sending this position, the captain, to

14

have this training and informational seminars that

15

are being put out by the Federal Government

16

presently.
Shall we go into equipment?

17
18

?:

Questions.

19

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Are there any questions on the expansion

20

positions that we're requesting?

21

requesting for a clerk typist for the Training

22

Department to assist record-keeping and clerical

23

support.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We're also

So if there's any questions.
Before we start, Chief,

I think one thing

that would be helpful for the members of the
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1

Comm ittee is, one, I think we need to have a very

2

cand id respo nse from you of wher e you see the

3

Depa rtmen t curr ently and with your effo rts to
get

4

outs ide asses smen ts done , wher e you plan to take

5

your Depa rtmen t in the near futur e and how you
plan

6

to acco mpli sh that.

And then we can relat e it to

7

the budg et requ est.

So I will say one of the thing s

8

that we would hope you can pres ent or one of your

9

chie fs prov ide for us is what will be the diffe
renc e

10

in the orga niza tiona l struc ture of what you

11

curr ently have to what you are at this poin t in
this

12

budg et requ estin g with seven new posi tions .

13

have three Batt alion Chie fs, wher e in the struc
ture

14

will they be and what are thei r resp onsi bilit ies
in

15

your struc ture?

16

good word s and we're like you, Chie f, we're not

17

inter este d in the narr ative , we're inter este d
in the

18

resu lts.

19

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Okay .

Okay .

So you

Beca use we heard a lot of

On the Batt alion Chie f posi tions ,

20

they 'll basi cally be repla cing the Assi stant Chie
fs

21

on a 24-h our sche dule pres ently .

22

allev iate the Assi stant Chie f posi tion to a 40-h
our

23

posi tion to hand le more of the adm inist rativ e

24

resp onsi bilit ies that -- in othe r word s, to sepa
rate

25

the adm inist rativ e resp onsi bilit ies and the

And we plan to
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1

operations, the hands-on responsibilities.

2

we're basically saying is we're going to give

3

Battalion Chief the operational responsibilities and

4

the assistant will handle the administrative side of

5

the responsibilities that they are doing presently.

6

They're doing both right now.

7

alleviate the workload, get better management, be

8

more effective and more efficient.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So what

So we're trying to

So, anyway, we want a chart of the

10

breakdown organizational structure.

11

just in general -- and we'll get into the specific

12

safety projects, but as you mentioned with the

13

Assistant Chiefs that are assigned CIP projects

14

Maybe it's more for the Budget Director.

15

for the Fire Department, our understanding of what

16

the Chief has shared with us this afternoon, the

17

Assistant Chiefs are running CIP projects?

18

went to Public Works a few days ago,

19

are saying we need to hire all of these construction

20

management consultants to run the projects for us.

21

So we would like to know what is the philosophy for

22

County-wide CIP projects regardless of department?

23

Unless the Chief can tell us that a construction

24

project that deals with fire is a lot different from

25

another type of construction project.
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MS. YOSHIMURA:

Mr. Chair, the -- I think last year we

2

established the County-wide CIP coordinator, and he

3

does do projects throughout various departments

4

that's on a larger scale.

5

Fire Department got the Wailea Fire Station.

6

Assistant Chiefs are doing CIP projects that are

7

pertaining to each station.

8

whether it be like a repair to their bathroom or to

9

the roof.

For example, when the
The

It's minor projects,

They're doing those projects.

Those

10

projects they could -- if they needed the assistance

11

of Jay to run the project, they could ask for his

12

assistance.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So the CIP project person, Mr. --

14

MS. YOSHIMURA:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

for we.

17

going to do for the departments and that would

18

release the chiefs to do their actual directives,

19

guess,

20

get a grip, Budget Director, yeah, because we have

21

seen Mr. Goode for Public Works ask hundreds of

22

thousands of dollars to be authorized to hire

23

consultants to do the project management and to

24

ensure that the project is done on time and in

25

budget.

Jay Buzianis.
Buzianis, we were -- well,

I won't speak

My understanding was that was what he was

from the Fire Chief.

Okay.

I

We're just trying to

So the Wailea Fire Station, there is
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1

no Assistant Chief involved with the CIP project?

2

The consultant is going to -- in charge of the

3

project?

4

MS. YOSHIMURA:

Correct.

On the Wailea Fire Station we

5

are in the process of bringing on a construction

6

management firm for that project.

7

start next week.

8

scale, takes up more time and more knowledge.

9

far as Public Works is concerned, on their road

I believe they

Those projects are on a larger
As

10

projects, the construction management monies that

11

they are asking for is strictly for Federal Aid

12

projects.

13

the intense paperwork and the inspections, they have

14

requested to do construction management.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And the Federal Aid projects, because of

Chief, right now what is considered a minor

16

project versus a big project where an Assistant

17

Chief wouldn't be assigned oversight?

18

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Okay.

Presently the only major project we

19

have is the Wailea Fire Station as a CIP.

20

basic -- the rest of our CIP funds that we put in is

21

basically maintenance for our fire stations, such as

22

reroofing, repainting, is basically just minor

23

repairs of keeping our stations up to par.

24

that's why the Assistant Chiefs can handle that.

25

Any time it grows beyond their capabilities, then we
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go out and look for help.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Uh-huh.

Okay.

Well, my only concern,

3

Chief, before I let the other members ask their

4

questions, is that if there's a problem down the

5

road, the contractor or the supplier is going to

6

just blame us because we're the ones running the

7

project.

8

assured that that's the best way for the County to

9

do CIP projects, big or small.

Okay.

And I cannot at this point be

Because if someone

10

goofed, I would like to go after them financially or

11

judicially, but it's pretty hard when it's our own

12

people, yeah.

13

because if there is noncompliance or nonperformance,

14

we can go to court and ensure that somebody complies

15

and fulfills the obligation that we have put forth

16

in a contract agreement.

I would like a -- to see a buffer,

17

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19
20

Mr. Chair.

Hold on, Mr. Arakawa.
Questions?

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Well, basically our CIP maintenance, a lot

21

of our projects are under 25,000, you know, so so

22

far we haven't had any problems with contractors.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

You have standards that the Chiefs follow,

24

whatever it be?

25

you go out and ask for proposals to do station A

You know, you need to tell us, do
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1

wherever station A is or let's say a reroof job, you

2

have bad leaks, Chief, you've got to redo the roof,

3

I mean, what's the normal process for you to do the

4

projects?

5

right.

6

MR. ISHIKAWA:

And the money is already appropriated,

Basically the Assistant Chief would take

7

the contractors out to the station, explain what the

8

problems we have, then the Assistant Chief would

9

basically write out the scope of work and present it

10

to the different contractors and have them submit a

11

bid proposal.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

You would not ask Public Works to

13

send an engineer to go and do an on-site assessment

14

for you before you go get contractors?

15

MR. ISHIKAWA:

No.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

You know, it's like telling the bank how

We haven't done that.

17

much to charge interest when you go to tell a

18

contractor what should I do.

19

Director, we need to tighten up our CIP procedure.

20

I think, Budget

Mr. Kane, subject matter Chairman, first

21

crack.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Seems like Mr. Arakawa would like a

23

clarification on an issue that you brought up, so

24

I'll yield the floor to him.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Mr. Arakawa.
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COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Chairman, I think the simple

2

question, the way to phrase it so the Police Chief

3

could -- I mean, Fire Chief could answer is:

4

the Assistant Chiefs trained?

5

credentials to be able to do what you're requesting

6

them to do?

7

supervisor, we were asked to look at blueprints and

8

things of that nature and a lot of people who were

9

asked to do the evaluation and to contribute didn't

Are

Do they actually have

I know that, you know, when I was a

10

have any training in that area.

So I think the

11

question is:

12

formalized training so that they can understand what

13

is necessary to do the project from a technical

14

standpoint, instead of technical level when you're

15

actually doing the fine drawings?

16

come -- answer your questions whether they're

17

capable or not.

Do the Assistant Chiefs have

Then I will

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chief Ishikawa.

19

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Well, as far as giving them training or

20

providing training for that, no, we did not.

21

several of the Assistant Chiefs have background in

22

construction experience and that's why we rely on --

23

and if they don't have the capabilities, then they

24

allow -- they acknowledge and let us know.

25

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

But

So--

Again, Mr. Chair, it's kind of hit
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1

or miss is what the expe rienc e leve l is and to
the

2

qual ifica tions that are nece ssary to actu ally
be

3

able to eval uate .

4

conc rete shou ld you be using ?

5

shou ld you actu ally have?

6

shou ld reall y you be look ing at in a certa in area?

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

9

For insta nce, what type of
How many reba rs

What kind of foun datio n

Well , that 's an engi neer 's -Righ t.

sugg estin g, is that

And that 's what I'm

is requ iring this spec ific

10

type of train ing to be able to do the prop er

11

eval uatio n for the tech nica l aspe cts of it that
most

12

of us that are just thru st into supe rviso ry

13

posi tions neve r go throu gh any form al train ing.

14

may have work ed on our garag e or done some kind
of

15

work in the areas that we're fami liar with in

16

gene ral thing s, but to be very spec ific on how
to

17

desig n and how to cons truct , that 's why we have

18

engi neer s and that 's why we have Engi neeri ng

19

Depa rtmen t.

20

hire to actu ally be proj ect mana gers to be able
to

21

make sure that what is being done is acco rding
to

22

code .

23

requ irem ents are, or at leas t I have that probl
em.

24

And in the line of ques tioni ng in which you were

25

going as to tryin g to obta in a stand ard by whic
h one

We

And that 's why we have peop le that we

Beca use most of us don' t know what the code
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1

can be reaso nably assur ed that you can be

2

acco untab le for that stand ard.

3

of the perso nnel that are doing this kind of work

4

reall y have any form alize d train ing.

5

didn 't.

6

ques tioni ng, so --

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I don' t belie ve most

I know I

So that 's the way you were going with your

And, again , Mr. Araka wa, it may not be fair

8

to the Fire Chie f in that we have infor mati on
of all

9

the depa rtme nts and we look at a very broad and
big

10

pictu re.

11

But, Chie f, you know , we are being asked by vario
us

12

depa rtme nts for addi tiona l perso nnel .

13

you an exam ple, Publ ic Work s is askin g for more

14

engi neer s to do plan revie ws, get the -- you
know ,

15

addr ess the need s of the Coun ty, whet her it be
for

16

this build ing main tenan ce, struc tura l requ irem
ents

17

on bridg es, road desig n and what not.

18

woul d hope our depa rtme nts would utili ze our

19

engi neer s first to help you get one gene ral

20

asses smen t so you know more mayb e what more

21

spec ifica lly you can do.

22

than likel y if you' re going to reroo f and you'
re

23

look ing at chan ging mate rial, you woul d look to
a

24

struc tura l engin eer to ensu re that the build ing
can

25

take the new weig ht requ irem ents or what have
you.

So it may not have been fair to the Chie f.
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1

And then mayb e go from there and mayb e you will
get

2

a bett er proj ect.

3

woul d get a bette r proj ect at a bette r price beca
use

4

our -- you know, we're payin g a dozen plus engi
neer s

5

on our payr oll at this time.

6

add more engin eers on our payr oll, so I woul d
hope

7

we woul d utili ze our prof essio nals.

8

licen ses, they can put stamp s on the plan s, and
that

9

you woul d utili ze them as a resou rce first .

And, again , we are assum ing you

We'r e being asked to

They have

10

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Okay .

Than k you.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay .

Memb ers, anyth ing on the Mayo r's

12

comm ents?

13

fire progr am.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

Mr. Kane , you have over sigh t over the

Than k you, Mr. Chai r.

Chie f, can I draw the conc lusio n that the

16

addi tiona l manp ower that you' re requ estin g is
the

17

resu lt of the evalu ation you folks went throu gh?

18

Are you gene rally follo wing the direc tion of
what

19

they 've conc luded in thei r evalu ation ?

20

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

That 's true.

But, you know ,

if -- last

21

year,

22

that 's -- that 's the reaso n we went for a Depa
rtmen t

23

eval uatio n, was to confi rm.

24

a third opin ion, see if I was corr ect in my

25

direc tion, and so it kind of coin cide s.

last budg et we asked for it again , and

And, you know , I want ed
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

My spec ific ques tion then woul d be

2

rega rding the Batt alion Chie f requ ests, that comin
g

3

from with in?

4

Batt alion Chie f a prom otion al move by three

5

indiv idua ls?

6

MR. ISHIKAWA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Is that -- Woul d you cons ider the

Yes, it is.
Okay .

With that in mind or with that

8

being said, I'm going to refe r back to again the

9

eval uatio n, beca use I think it prov ided a weal
th of

10

infor mati on for you and us to help us make

11

deci sion s.

12

the resu lts

13

impo rtant , but for me a lot of the -- it's the

14

journ ey there and makin g sure that we're doing
the

15

righ t proc ess to get to the resu lt.

And the Chair man did say earl ier that

16

MR. ISHIKAWA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

botto m line, the resu lts are very

Righ t.
So my ques tion woul d be:

Have you

18

alrea dy put into place a prom otion proc ess that
is

19

talke d abou t in the evalu ation to accom moda te in

20

three -- these part icula r three posi tions ?

21

MR. ISHIKAWA:

To prom ote the Batt alion Chie f, it

22

basi cally righ t now is we have minim um requ irem
ents

23

for them to be cons idere d to apply for that

24

posi tion.

25

or more .

I belie ve it's three years as a capt ain
As far as havin g a spec ific train ing, we
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don' t have that in place righ t now.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So my ques tion will come back to

3

again this -- the cons idera tion of havin g a thoro
ugh

4

revie w proc ess avai lable rega rding the prom otion

5

proc ess.

6

than you have exis ting now to accom moda te this

7

prom otion to Batt alion Chie fs?

8

doing anyth ing diffe rent ly than what is curr ently

9

being utili zed in your Depa rtmen t?

Are you going to imple ment anyth ing new

10

MR. ISHIKAWA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Are you plann ing on

As far as the prom otion to Batt alion Chie f?

No.

Yes.
We'l l -- we plan to use what we're

13

doing -- what we use to prom ote the Assi stant Chie
f

14

crite rias .

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay .

Woul d you unde rstan d why

16

perha ps there may be a conc ern with that?

17

you' re maki ng a move from -- from an orga niza tiona
l

18

struc ture , but you' re not imple ment ing some of
the

19

comp onent s that seem s to be relat ed to the succ
ess

20

of that struc tura l chan ge.

21

MR. ISHIKAWA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23

24
25

Beca use

Righ t.
Can you unde rstan d the conc ern that I

may have with that?
MR. ISHIKAWA:

I unde rstan d wher e you' re corni ng from.

Basi cally , again , we don' t have the perso nnel to
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1

cond uct the train ing for this -- The peop le that

2

basi cally are going to apply for this Batt alion

3

Chie f posi tion have been doing TA time in the

4

posi tion pres ently , so they have the work

5

expe rienc e.

6

train ing for that posi tion.

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Othe r than that, we don' t have a form al

My fina l follo w-up ques tion, Mr.

8

Chai r, just to kind of wrap this one up.

9

unde rstan d wher e you' re comin g from, you don' t
have

And I

10

perha ps the manp ower to prov ide you with the

11

resou rces to make these chan ges.

12

that it is your inten t that in your next -- or
in

13

your futur e requ ests for what ever struc tura l

14

chan ges, orga niza tiona l chang es you' re going to

15

make , that you inten d to have a proc ess in place

16

rega rding a prom otion al proc ess in place that is

17

diffe rent from what you use exis ting now?

18

your inten tion with the appro val of or the

19

cons idera tion of this budg et?

20

MR. ISHIKAWA:

So you' re sayin g

That is

That is -- that is the inten t as soon as we

21

can do our strat egic plann ing.

22

done with the strat egic plann ing and setti ng our

23

goal s, we would have a road map of how we want
to go

24

and poss ibly the next budg et we'l l be comin g in
with

25

diffe rent requ ests follo wing that road map to get
to

So afte r when we're
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wher e we want to go.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Oh.

And just to confi rm an earl ier

3

state ment that was made , Mr. Chai r, your -- Mr.

4

Parr ott ment ioned that a strat egic plan is some
where

5

in the fall.

6

to have some thing put toge ther, a comp rehen sive
plan

7

put toge ther by the fall of this year?

8
9

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Can you confi rm that that is your goal

We plan to meet mayb e in the next three

mont hs or so and star t work ing on the strat egic

10

plan s.

11

of all diffe rent fire figh ters in our Depa rtmen
t to

12

work on the strat egic goal s.

13
14

We need to make a desig ning team cons istin g

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So that is our inten t.

Than k you, Chie f.

Chair man, thank

you.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Mr. Araka wa.
Yeah .

As long as we're in this

17

area , tryin g to -- I'm tryin g to unde rstan d what

18

you' re tryin g to do as far as your orga niza tiona
l

19

char t.

20

that are in the hand out that was given to us in
the

21

eval uatio n.

22

page 41 has an orga niza tiona l char t.

23

askin g for in the budg et, Chie f, you now have

24

acco rding -- if I'm readi ng this thing corr ectly
, on

25

page 38 you have a Depu ty Fire Chie f, you don' t
have

And I'm look ing at the orga niza tiona l char ts

Page 38 has an orga niza tiona l char t and
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1

any Batt alion Chie fs liste d unde r this

2

orga niza tiona l char t.

3

tryin g to crea te to get to wher e -- I gues s 41
is

4

wher e you want to go to?

5
6

7

MR. ISHIKAWA:

So is that a posi tion you' re

That is the end resu lt that we are look ing

at.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay .

So in tryin g to crea te 41

8

from 38, can you try and take me from one to the

9

othe r in how you' re tryin g to crea te these

10
11

posi tions ?
MR. ISHIKAWA:

Okay .

Prese nt -- the prese nt

12

orga niza tiona l char t, if you see the Assi stant

13

Chie f's posi tion, that is the posi tions that we

14

inten t to put the Batt alion Chie f posi tion in.

15

the Assi stant Chie fs woul d be put into the new
char t

16

on page 41 there would be like the Divi siona l

17

Chie fs.

18

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay .

And

So your one Assi stant Chie f

19

is now going to becom e three Divi sion Chie fs,
so you

20

need three bodi es.

21

MR. ISHIKAWA:

No.

The Assi stant Chie fs we're going to

22

we're not -- well , you know, we're takin g it step
by

23

step .

24

look ing at two Divi sion Chie fs and three Batt alion

25

Chie fs.

We'r e going afte r -- for this budg et we're
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COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay .

But in your long -term plan

2

you only have two subd ivisi ons which woul d requ
ire

3

Batt alion Chie fs, so why woul dn't you want to
go to

4

three Divi sion Chie fs if you' re tryin g to crea
te

5

this?

6

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Well , we decid ed -- well , you know ,

it's

7

some thing wher e it is the path we're takin g.

8

didn 't want to bite off more than we could chew
.

9

The inten t is to get there and slow ly evolv e
into

We

10

that.

11

righ t now.

12

Chie fs would be unre ason able at this time , so
we're

13

think ing of going to three Batt alion Chie fs and
then

14

slow ly evolv e.

15

Every year we woul d add what we feel we need
I felt by askin g for six Batt alion

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

But in your fina l -- in your fina l

16

prod uct on page 41, you don' t have six Batt alion

17

Chie fs, you only have two Batt alion Chie fs.

18

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

No.

You have two divis ions of Batt alion

19

Chie fs.

20

we're tryin g to keep the span of cont rol 1 to
5.

21

effe ct on the 41 I belie ve we inten d to -- if
you

22

look in pare nthe ses, it's three Batt alion Chie
fs per

23

Divi sion 1, three Batt alion Chie fs per Divi sion
2.

See, basi cally what we're look ing at is

24

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay .

I see that.

Yeah .
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COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay .

I follo w that now.

So

2

you' re tryin g to crea te six Batt alion Chie fs when

3

you get done with it?

4

MR. ISHIKAWA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Yeah .
So righ t now you' re tryin g to

6

crea te how many -- you' re going for three Batt
alion

7

Chie fs now?

8

MR. ISHIKAWA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Three Batt alion Chie fs, one per shif t.

10

MR. ISHIKAWA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

And two Divi sion Chie fs?

Yes.
Okay .

When you have two Divi sion

12

Chie fs, who is going to be -- or what are the

13

three -- you' re going for two Divi sion Chie fs
righ t

14

now?

15

MR. ISHIKAWA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

17
18

Yes.
Whic h one of these netw orks are

not going to have a Divi sion Chie f?
MR. ISHIKAWA:

Okay .

Pres ently as we're look ing, the

19

Supp ort Serv ices Divi sion Chie f will encom pass
the

20

prev entio n serv ices for now.

21
22

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

look ing for a Supp ort Serv ice Divi sion Chie f?

23

MR. ISHIKAWA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

25

So you' re going to have -- you' re

Yes.
And then you' re -- what abou t your

prev entio n serv ices?
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MR. ISHIKAWA:

That would be under the support services

for now.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay.

So we're not going to have

4

a prevention service for now, that's all going to be

5

under support service?

6

MR. ISHIKAWA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

8

9

Yes.

Chief -MR. ISHIKAWA:

Operations.

10

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

11

MR. ISHIKAWA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

13
14

And then your other Division

will be operations?

Yes.
Okay.

So your assistant -- your

deputy right now, where would your deputy be?
MR. ISHIKAWA:

You know, that's where we had a -- this is

15

the Emergency Services Consulting Group's

16

organizational chart.

17

We were supposed to have put the Deputy Chief in

18

that, in his original position.

19
20

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

That's the one we disagreed.

Okay.

They left it out.

And, excuse me, Chief,

because we just got this.

21

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Right.

22

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

So now that I'm looking at it and

23

I'm trying to understand where you're trying to get

24

to, you know.

25

imagine.

I -- What I don't see I can't
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1

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Right.

2

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

So thanks for the clarification.

3

So it's the intent to try and keep that Deputy

4

Chief, Administrative Assistant and Personnel Clerk,

5

those three that already exist on page 38?

6

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Right.

7

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Right below your private secretary

8

as a line like we have on page 38?

Your private

9

secretary would move directly to Fire Chief, then

10

right under that Deputy Fire Chief, Administrative

11

Assistant, Personnel Clerk assigned to the Deputy

12

Fire Chief, then break it down to your Division

13

Chiefs.

14

MR. ISHIKAWA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

16

MR. ISHIKAWA:

17

18
19
20
21

At the end of this evolution --

-- the Administrative Assistant possibly

will be under the Support Services Chief.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Well, he would have the three Division

Chiefs under his command.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

23

MR. ISHIKAWA:

25

So your Deputy Fire Chief would

lose an Administrative Assistant?

22

24

Yes.

But--

Because he will be running the daily

operations of the Department.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Directly in his office, directly
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1

in his offic e he would lose that Adm inist rativ
e

2

Assi stant and the Divi sion Chie fs woul d pick up
that

3

unde r each of thei r branc hes?

4

MR. ISHIKAWA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Yes.
That 's wher e you' re going .

And

6

the Perso nnel Clerk would also be stil l wher e
it is,

7

or you have it unde r --

8
9

10
11

MR. ISHIKAWA:

The Perso nnel Clerk is unde r the supp ort

serv ices.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

So the Depu ty Fire Chie f woul d

stand alone as a sepa rate enti ty righ t unde r you?

12

MR. ISHIKAWA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Righ t.
And in tryin g to defin e the dutie s

14

of each of these posi tions , can I safe ly assum
e that

15

what is writt en as the dutie s here, that is what

16

your inten t to get to?

17

MR. ISHIKAWA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

19

MR. ISHIKAWA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

21
22

That is the inten t.
As found on page 39 and 40?

Yes.
Okay .

And, again , I'm just tryin g

to make some sense in wher e you' re tryin g to get
to.
MR. ISHIKAWA:

Righ t.

On 42 and 43 it gives the

23

resp onsi bilit ies and 44 -- the resp onsi bilit ies
of

24

the new posi tions in the new char t on 41.

25

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

At the end of the day, when you
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1

get done maki ng this chang e from 38 to 41, what
do

2

you antic ipate your build -out will be as far as

3

perso nnel?

4

take you to get to this build -out?

5
6

7

MR. ISHIKAWA:

And how long can we antic ipate it will

Okay .

I think we can bette r answ er that

afte r we comp lete our strat egic plan .
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay .

The only reaso n that I am

8

askin g that is you' re askin g for posi tions and
what

9

I'm tryin g to do is I'm tryin g to put the posi tions

10

in my mind as to wher e you' re going .

11

of do it beca use I belie ve what you' re show ing
is a

12

semi strat egic plan , not quite comp lete, but pret
ty

13

much you have buil t out the scen ario.

14

mod ifica tions to it, but not a whol e lot of

15

devi ation s from what you alrea dy have .

16

safe assum ption ?

17

MR. ISHIKAWA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

You can sort

And you make

Is that a

More or less, yeah .
And, again , all I'm tryin g to do

19

is try to unde rstan d where you' re going to go with

20

this as it relat es to what you' re requ estin g for
in

21

the budg et this year.

22

corr elati on of how we're look ing at posi tions to
get

23

to an end poin t and the reorg aniz ation that you'
re

24

tryin g to work with .

25

Beca use I want to see the

I'll pass for now, Mr. Chair man, and then let
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othe rs ask ques tions .

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Than k you.

Ms. John son.

Yes, thank you.

Chie f,

I was just

4

going over -- and this is on the black book in
the

5

deta ils 8-6 and for some of the expa nsion posi
tions

6

ther e's item izati on for chai rs and they have $250

7

for each chai r, $500 for each file cabi net, and
for

8

each work stati on $1,00 0.

9

what those reall y are in terms of is that like
a

Could you just go into

10

maxim um that you could go for each one of those

11

part icula r posi tions for the equip ment nece ssary
?

12

And I gues s ther e's also an SUV for $40,0 00.

13

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Okay .

On the chai rs, file cabi nets and

14

desk s, work stati ons, that is spec ific for the
new

15

posi tions in adm inist ratio n.

16

Assi stan t Chie f posi tion.

17

costs for chai rs, file cabi nets and work stati on
and

18

just basic equip ment for the new posi tions .

19

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay .

The SUV is for the

These are just estim ated

So I -- that 's what I'm

20

tryin g to get a sense of, if these are just high
-end

21

estim ates that it woul dn't cost more than this.

22

if, let's say, like, you know , a desk or

23

work stati on, you know,

24

going , wow, $1,00 0, that 's kind of a lot of mone
y.

25

But I just want a sense of what those are for
and if

But

I'm look ing at it and I'm
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1

we don't have existing equipment that's serviceable.

2

I know sometimes, like when offices are redone, I

3

don't mean to give people hand-me-downs or anything

4

like that, but it just seems sort of like a lot of

5

money to me personally for -- you know, for those

6

things.

7

mean,

8

like kind of a lot of money.

9

that that would be the high-end estimate --

And I'm not saying that -- you know, I

I think they're important, but it just seems

10

MR. ISHIKAWA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So if you're saying

Yes.
Okay.

And then the SUV for the

12

Assistant Chief, that would be because you don't

13

have a vehicle for them at all right now?

14

MR. ISHIKAWA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

That's correct.
Okay.

And I know, Mr. Chair, that

16

we're going through the analysis of all the

17

County-wide vehicles and I just wonder if Budget

18

Chair would -- well, either you or Michele, Budget

19

Director, would know where that stands right now if

20

there are -- if our aging fleet of vehicles would

21

not accommodate this particular position or if we

22

have something else that through consolidations in

23

other departments that could be used to suffice

24

temporarily if this position is filled.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Budget Director, why don't you give us a
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1

status regarding County vehicles.

2

Department of Finance comes forward to give us the

3

report?

4

MS. YOSHIMURA:

Yes, Mr. Chair.

Is that when

When the Finance

5

Department comes forward,

6

on all the vehicles and they will be giving you a

7

report on that as well as our vehicle policy.

8
9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

these particular items.

they had done an inventory

That was all, then, on
The only other concern I

10

have is that the -- there appears -- And maybe you

11

can address this.

12

happening is you have to have people to watch the

13

people who are watching other people doing whatever

14

functions they are.

15

duplications, it's a little bit disconcerting for me

16

to look at, let's say, the position that was created

17

to oversee the CIP projects and then now have those

18

parceled out to perhaps people that are falling

19

underneath maybe looking at those projects.

20

kind of unclear about what the role is for the CIP

21

Project Coordinator.

22

of the other jobs, you know, and now look at these

23

individuals that are going to be overseeing the

24

major CIP projects that might have particular

25

expertise in those areas?

So many times what ends up

And when we're going through

So I'm

Is he going to coordinate all

Could you clarify that a
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little bit for me?

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Budget Director.

3

MS. YOSHIMURA:

Okay.

On our CIP Coordinator, Jay

4

Buzianis, he is doing projects within the

5

departments that they don't have the expertise to go

6

ahead and do it.

7

Station, which is a large project, the Lanai Police

8

Station, and the Service Center.

9

other projects as well.

For example, the Wailea Fire

And he has some

But when it comes to the

10

Fire Department's CIP project on their County-wide

11

facilities,

12

to do minor repairs around the station, whether it

13

be replacement of lockers, could be roof repair,

14

could be doors, that type -- those types are

15

reported directly to the Assistant Chief and he will

16

go out, follows all the procurement laws, if he

17

needs to get written bids, if he needs to go out

18

for

19

and go out for bid and he'll follow those items.

20

Jay is available to them if they need the

21

assistance, if the project gets larger or if they

22

need any type of help with any permits or paperwork

23

that they need to do.

24
25

I believe they had $150,000 and that's

if it's over $25,000 develop a scope of work

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

I still -- you know,

I

guess in my own mind it's very difficult to envision
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1

what all these people are doing and maybe what

2

the -- the particular scope of their work product is

3

and what Department involvement they have.

4

looking towards centralization and seamless quality

5

service, which seems to be how we're trying to do

6

things, sometimes parceling these things out in my

7

mind seems counter, it seems like we're going the

8

other way.

9

direction we're moving in.

If we're

And I just would like to know what
And if it is to

10

centralize some of these functions or out-source,

11

then I think that's really good.

12

duplicating it from within the Department, that's

13

where my concern is.

But if we're

14

There was one more thing I had, Mr. Chair,

15

and that was there was a question and it would be

16

directly related to the expansion positions.

17

this question was basically posed to us in Molokai

18

when we had a gentleman from the Fire Department

19

come and he addressed the fact that they only had

20

two people going out sometimes when they had a fire

21

that was of a particular nature.

22

not permitted by OSHA standards to go out and, you

23

know, enter the dwelling because they didn't have, I

24

guess, two additional people outside the structure.

25

So I'm wondering if any of the positions that you're

And

They really were
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1

creating within this new expansion addresses the

2

concerns of that member of the Department in

3

Mo10kai?

4

MR. ISHIKAWA:

The expansion positions that we have asked

5

for this budget does not include the Molokai fire

6

fighters position.

7

haz. mat., and the operations -- overall operations

8

for the Battalion Chiefs.

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

This is basically for training,

Okay.

That just remains a concern

10

for me, Mr. Chair, because, you know,

11

at compliance with all of the OSHA requirements and

12

if we have something that we're essentially mandated

13

to do in order to protect the health and the safety

14

of the individuals that we're going to ask to fight

15

these fires,

16

I'll be looking at that when I review the budget,

17

but I just wanted to let you know that it was of

18

concern at least to me as a member and perhaps to

19

other Council members as well.

20

MR. ISHIKAWA:

I always look

that's a primary concern of mine.

So

We're very much aware of the OSHA

21

regulations.

There is laws in there in the OSHA two

22

in, two out.

It is the -- it is the officer in

23

charge or the highest ranking person there to make a

24

determination if he should enter the building or not

25

and that is only for life rescue.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

2

MR.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

4

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

ISHIKAWA:

Okay.

If there's no one in the home -Right.

-- they're mandated to stay outside until

5

they have the proper person -- people there.

6

for everyone throughout the nation.

7

OSHA regulation.

8

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Right.

That's

That is the

And my only concern there

was if it's an initial requirement under OSHA,

9

10

perhaps it would be difficult for the fire fighter

11

entering the home until he actually went in to know

12

whether there was anyone there or not if they have

13

been overcome by smoke inhalation or whatever.

14

it's kind of you're between a rock and a hard place.

15

MR.

16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

That's true.
And I really feel for the people

in that particular predicament.

17
18

ISHIKAWA:

So

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

I agree.

And it will depend on the stage

19

of the fire.

As you know, we have incipient fire,

20

which is just the beginning, and you have a

21

full-blown fire.

22

chance for survival is slim, so the captain would

23

have to make or the officer -- highest ranking

24

officer would have to make the decision is it --

25

should he go in or shouldn't he go in?

If the whole house is going, the
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1

all depends on the size of the fire, the stage of

2

the fire.

3

no chance to survive.

4

the fire ground at that time.

5
6

7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So the decision is made on

Right.

I really appreciate that.

And thank you for your comment.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.
Mr. Molina.

8

9

Because after a certain stage, there is

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Chief, just again a clarification for the

10
11

Haz. Mat. Inspector, the additional position you're

12

requesting.

13

handling the haz. mat.?

Currently we have just one individual

14

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Yes.

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

And then this additional inspector

16

would be to somewhat free the captain that you have

17

running the Haz. Mat. Department to do other duties?

18

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Right.

Well, not so much to free him, but

19

to allow to do site inspections for hazardous

20

materials, which we haven't been up to par with yet.

21

Also there is a training requirement for Haz. Mat.

22

Technicians that they need to keep up on.

23

captain keeps track of that.

24

for the people basic haz. mat. awareness.

25

engine company needs to be trained because they

The

There's also training
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1

basically would come into a haz. mat. incident,

2

their position would be for decon or backup to

3

enter.

4

to be a technician level trained.

5

concern would be for deconning.

6

out of the hot zone, they would be there to decon

7

the person.

8

there's 15 -- well, 14 companies out there, the

9

rescue is the Haz. Mat. Team, so the captain needs

10

to train with the rescue, the Haz. Mat. Team, also

11

train the engine companies.

12

in itself.

13

workshops and seminars offered for us to gain

14

knowledge, we have been sending him out there.

15

he goes out there, we have no one with haz. mat.

16

experience to assist the rescue or, you know, having

17

the technical knowledge to attend at the haz. mat.

18

So with this, at least we can have someone back here

19

with the technical knowledge at all times and one

20

can be attending a school or something.

21

know, there's a lot more work for them in haz. mat.

22

and it's growing every day because of these

23

terrorism threats.

24
25

But the only way they can enter, they have
But their main
As the people exit

And they need annual training.

So

And that's a full plate

But with this 9/11 we have so much

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
counties in this?

So, you

What's happening with other
Do they have, what, two
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1

positions, three training positions, something like

2

that?

3

MR. ISHIKAWA:

You know, Oahu is not a -- Oahu has their

4

own division of haz. mat.

They have two haz. mat.

5

dedicated teams of 15 personnel per haz. mat. unit.

6

And, I mean, that's five per day that they work.

7

They also have their own haz. mat. division.

8

can't really give you the number how much.

9

there's at least five of them in there and just deal

I know

10

with the haz. mat.

11

And Kauai, I'm not sure what their haz. mat.

12

capabilities are.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

14

you, Mr. Chair.

15
16

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I

The Big Island, I'm not sure.

Okay.

Thank you, Chief.

Thank

Thank you.
Mr. Nishiki.

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Chief, I was looking at your --

18

I'm having a hard time swallowing your proposed

19

organization.

20

because this initial evaluation and the

21

organization, does this -- because evaluation

22

addresses growth potential on page 3 of the thin

23

evaluation booklet of 243,400 personnel, people

24

living in -- on Maui County, and I would think --

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And so I guess I need to ask you

Mr. Chair, point of clarification.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, Mr. Kane.

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

It was represented in the

3

presentation that that represents residents and

4

visitors.

5

just residents.

It's people that are being serviced, not

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

9

That is correct.
Thank you.
Anyway -- Thank you.

Anyway,

that -- that population and what is being

10

represented in your page 41 of your organization, is

11

that what it will look like when we hit this

12

population base?

13

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Okay.

Just for clarification, the reason

14

we're going for a reorg is not basically for the

15

people, but it's for internal so we can function

16

better, be more effective and more efficient with

17

the chain of command, with the span of control.

18

That is the intent.

19

efficiency, it will -- the community will profit

20

from this.

21

internal operations.

22

And with this effectiveness and

But this reorganization is basically for

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Understood.

So right now when I

23

look at administratively what you have in your

24

organization, you're looking at a total body count

25

of 258 people within the Department of Fire Control.
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1

MR. ISHIKAWA:

That's when Wailea comes on board.

2

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Right.

Exactly.

Now, the total

3

people you have in your page 38 of your organization

4

right now, eliminating your 42 Fire Captains and

5

your 180 fire fighters, that is your total

6

administration body count, right?

7

MR. ISHIKAWA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

9

10
11
12

Yes.

16, 19, 21.
MR. ISHIKAWA:

Which is five, eight, nine, 14,

Is that right?

About, yeah.

Fire prevention has seven,

training has two, haz. mat. has two
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay.

or one, yeah.

And I turn to page 41 and I

13

look at -- I don't know what that entire body count

14

is, but I'm just concerned about administratively I

15

guess my concern is a little top heaviness --

16

MR. ISHIKAWA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

18

to achieve here.

19
20

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Okay.

Okay.

I
in, you know, what you're going

If you look at the base that we're

dealing with right now.

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

22

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Yeah.

The total manpower that it's not

if you

23

look at it, it's not top heavy.

The base is really

24

wide, it comes to a very sharp point on the top.

25

need to be more of a pyramid shape.

Right now we're
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1

not, we're more like an isosceles triangle or -- but

2

what it is, it's -- it's not top heavy.

3

reason -- and as I explained, the responsibilities,

4

the growth of responsibilities, we're not being very

5

good managers because of where

we're so spread

6

out with our work.

our Haz. Mat.

7

Captain, good example, he has to do a lot of things

8

other than what he's supposed to be there for.

9

Training Captain, he's spread out.

People are

And the

Our

My Deputy Chief,

10

the Assistant Chiefs, they're kind of overwhelmed.

11

Maybe, you know, they could speak on behalf of their

12

positions, get a firsthand view from them.

13

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

Let me -- let me create a

14

scenario, a case in point.

15

didn't agree with the page 41 because in it your

16

Deputy Fire Chief was eliminated, that position.

17

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

You mentioned that you

Yes.
Okay.

So with that position being

19

eliminated, I guess my question is:

20

page 41 as where you want to take this Fire

21

Department based on this evaluation, did you ask

22

yourself where the Fire Chief would be?

23

you need to answer that question.

24
25

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

If we look at

Obviously

The Fire Chief position or Deputy Fire

Chief?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

2

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Okay.

Assistant, yeah, deputy.
The deputy position on that final

3

chart would be below the Fire Chief.

4

encompassing the three Division Chiefs on that

5

chart.

6

operations.

7

He will be

He would be responsible for all the

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay.

Now, help me understand.

8

You know, you're going to hire these six in the near

9

future, but three today.

10

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Yes.

11

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

If you get them.

The question I

12

have is then you said that they're going to be run

13

in a

14

understanding is?

on a 24-hour shift.

15

MR. ISHIKAWA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

17

working

18

MR. ISHIKAWA:

That's true.

presently.

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

MR. ISHIKAWA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

25

So each Battalion Chief will be

The Assistant Chiefs are doing

this?

22

24

That's what --

the Assistant Chiefs are doing

19

21

Is that what my

That's right.
Which you hope to have them work

40-hour shifts only?
MR. ISHIKAWA:

Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

2

understand that.

3

Assistant Chiefs working and the Battalion Chiefs

4

working?

5

MR. ISHIKAWA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

This is where I have a -- I don't
So now you'll have basically the

Yes.
Now, the responsibility is going

7

to be now the Assistant Chiefs will handle what we

8

now call them Division Chiefs?

9

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

In the future -- Well, it can be Division

10

Chiefs or Assistant Chiefs, it's just a title that

11

they put on that position.

12

Assistant Chiefs, which is in relation to be equal

13

to the Division Chief --

14

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

15

MR. ISHIKAWA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

But we'll be calling

Okay.

-- presently.
And I just want to know, Mr.

17

Chairman, and hopefully he's going to send it to

18

you, now that we're adding three more EM positions,

19

in addition to you're going to still have your

20

Assistant Chiefs, which you now have two Assistant

21

Chiefs EM5s, right?

22

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Yes.

23

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

24

to workload?

25

24-hour shifts?

Okay.

What will occur in regards

The Assistant Chiefs right now work
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1

MR.

2

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yes.
And then they get -- they clock

overtime or something or how do they --

3

4

ISHIKAWA:

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

Well, whenever I need to hold a staff

5

meeting, two of them I would have to bring in for

6

overtime.

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

8

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

Okay.

Also, if I need to send them to represent

the Department in -- with other agencies which the

9

10

Deputy Chief or I can't attend,

11

of them, they will be paid overtime for that.

12

problem with that is they -- after the meeting to

13

disseminate what they learn is very difficult

14

because they're on one shift, to disseminate to all

15

of the other Assistant Chiefs is very difficult

16

because of the time where they don't work every day.

17

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

I need to send one
The

The dissemination goes from the

18

Assistant Chiefs to that one Battalion Chief you

19

have now and then on to different captains, is that

20

your chain now?

21

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

We don't have any Battalion Chiefs

22

presently.

23

Assistant Chief, it goes down to the captains.

24

That's the next step down.

25

From the present chart right now, the

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

What is this position 0145
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1

Battalion Chief EM3, it says reallocated from AC.

2

What does AC mean?

3

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Assistant Chief.

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

So how many positions is that?

5

You have how many Assistant Chiefs?

6

understand.

How many assistant --

7

MR. ISHIKAWA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

9

Help me

Presently we have three Assistant Chiefs.
Okay.

You have three.

just want to study this.

Got it.

I

I have no more questions.

10

It's just

11

Chairman, under this new organization.

12

want to see what more bang we're going to get out of

13

adding three more Battalion Chiefs.

14

this:

15

that?

16
17

MR. ISHIKAWA:

my concern is responsibility now, Mr.
And I really

Let me ask you

If we only gave you one, how would you handle

It's not going to work because we need

three for the

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

19

MR. ISHIKAWA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

21

MR. ISHIKAWA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

25

CHAI R HOKAMA:

each shift.
So you need three.

Yes.
Otherwise it doesn't work.

No.

Okay.

Okay.
Thank you.
I'm done.

Mr. Kane.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

My final question is just a

2

clarification.

3

the FY '02 to request FY '03 is the negotiated

4

wages?

5

MR.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

MR.

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah.

Yes.
Okay.

Just for clarification.

Thank

I'm done.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Mr. Arakawa.

11
12

Yes.

ISHIKAWA:

you.

9

10

ISHIKAWA:

The reflection of pay increases from

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

13

Chief, you know, as we're trying to change

14

technology, you have mentioned a little while ago

15

that whenever you have a conference with all of the

16

chiefs in one fire station,

17

to bring two people off their day off to have your

18

meetings.

19

as teleconferencing in order to be able to perhaps

20

have each of the stations hooked up to a system

21

whereby you can stay in the stations and by

22

telephone having that telephone conference and be

23

able to meet that way?

24
25

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

for instance, you have

Is the Department doing anything as far

We're trying to get our computers to be on

line in a network situation.

Presently we don't
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1

have any like that.

2

computers on line as a network unit with internet

3

capabilities.

4

done through the internet.

5

Then we intend to have some training

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

6

So currently you don't have that

capability?

7

MR.

8

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

9

Eventually we will have our

ISHIKAWA:

No, we have not.
Okay.

Then, Mr. Chair, I would

like to recommend that the Fire Department really

10

start looking at that kind of communication.

11

believe about six years ago the Council started a

12

program where we actually were -- had a

13

demonstration.

14

of our members was on Lanai and we had a situation

15

here where we were hooked up by telecommunication

16

devices and we could all talk to each other and

17

participate in the meeting.

18

years ago.

19

where we could actually start getting to those kinds

20

of -- excuse me, getting into those kinds of

21

programs.

22

if you're having a conference with someone on

23

Molokai or Lanai or Hana, you don't have to bring

24

them all the way physically to be able to be

25

participants in a conferencing type situation,

I

We were at a meeting in Molokai, one

Now, that was about six

We should be advanced to the point now

It saves a lot on costs.
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1

rather they can participate through the

2

teleconferencing equipment.

3

well with their Sky Bridge Program.

4

have had this for years where they can talk to

5

students in various islands through the Sky Bridge

6

Program without having to move them into the

7

situation.

8

that kind of teleconferencing in order to modernize

9

and to allow the ability to really get into the

10
11

And MCC does that as
You know, they

So I would ask that you start looking at

program so you can communicate a lot better.
In looking at again the material you just

12

passed out, toward the end of the book there is a

13

breakdown of all of the different fire stations

14

apparatus on page 99 -- starting on actually 99,

15

page 100, and going through station by station.

16

I have been slow -- I've been just looking at some

17

of these things and I'm not going to go through

18

every single one of them, but there are some things

19

in here that I think that you really need to address

20

in the budget that you have currently.

21

looked at each of these and prioritized how you're

22

going to address each of the concerns that are put

23

forth by the evaluation that you just underwent?

24

And, you know, we can go for a for instance.

25

just looking at Paia, and this was brought up this
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1

morning, the exercise room is a room with laundry

2

and air cascade system, very cramped with little

3

ventilation.

4

apparatus room directly exposed to diesel exhaust.

5

Are you addressing some of these concerns in the

6

current budget so that we correct some of these

7

errors?

8

MR. ISHIKAWA:

9

10

Turnouts hung on racks in center of

I did not receive this Department

evaluation until two weeks ago, so our budget
proposals was put in already.

11

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

12

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Okay.

As I stated earlier, as -- when we complete

13

our strategic goals, then the next budget we'll be

14

coming in for more of what the concerns are.

15

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Well, looking at these particular

16

recommendations, these are very specific applied

17

today.

18

ventilation is bad, it needs to be corrected in this

19

year's budget.

20

evaluation should have been done so that we could

21

make the correction.

22

we're looking at -- that I'm looking at in these

23

particular evaluations are situations that need to

24

be addressed in this year's budget.

25

and the time we have our second go-round,

If you have a situation where the

This isn't something that an

And a lot of these things that

So between now
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1

ask that you look at these and see how many you can

2

incorporate within this year's budget to be able to

3

take care of some of these problems.

4

term we're looking at a lot of things, a lot of

5

stations that aren't ADA compliant, you have various

6

deficiencies depending on the particular station,

7

but I think this is a real good comprehensive

8

evaluation of what the current situation is.

9

this was done prior to September, then it really

In the long

And if

10

needs to be addressed fairly quickly.

11

know, one of these -- I forget which one, you don't

12

even have a fire detection -- early warning fire

13

detection in one of your -- here, in Wailuku, you

14

don't have an early warning fire detection.

15

fire station could burn down right around you and

16

you wouldn't have a fire alarm, from what I'm

17

reading, you know.

18

reading that?

19

detection?

20

within that Wailuku Station?

Your

Or is that -- am I wrong in

Is there an early warning fire

No.

21

MR. ISHIKAWA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

23

The -- you

Do you have a fire detection system

I'm not sure.
Okay.

I don't think so.
Again, I'm just reading

what you have here.

24

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Right.

25

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Exhaust removal system, all these
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1

other things.

Things like that,

fire warning, early

2

warning system, most houses have to have that in

3

order to get their permits whereby,

4

there's a fire,

5

I would like to -- I would like you to take a look

6

at these recommendations that your Department has

7

commissioned to have presented to us for evaluation

8

and see how many of these actually you can

9

incorporate within your budget to make the

you know,

if

you have some kind of a system.

So

10

corrections, especially the ones that are critical

11

for the safety of the personnel.

12

going to have to prioritize, but something like a

13

fire detection system, it would be very, very

14

embarrassing if you were to have a fire at the fire

15

station and not be able to detect it because you

16

didn't have a fire alarm system.

17

And, again,

you're

The SCBA fill stations, you know, you can

18

determine whether or not each of the stations need

19

to have it, but I believe that in a lot of areas

20

where you have distance between the stations, if you

21

have a situation that occurs that you need to refill

22

the SCBA packs, you might want to be able to build

23

that capability in especially in the areas that are

24

kind of far away from everybody else.

25

when I was supervisor we used to go to Paia Fire
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Station and have some of our SCBA tanks filled.

And

2

I thank you for that because that was really cost

3

effective for us from Wastewater to be able to do

4

that.

5

you're going to do a lot of the practices that are

6

necessary, especially in light of what was presented

7

as training time, in order to do the training, if

8

you're going to burn some of these SCBA units to be

9

able to get the safety training in, you should have

But at the same time I believe, you know,

if

10

the capability of refilling it very quickly.

And

11

then you can practice on a routine basis without

12

having to worry about the delays in having an empty

13

tank or partially empty tank refilled.
In ADA compliancy, you have to deal with the

14
15

ADA again as soon as you possibly can to make sure

16

that it becomes compliant, especially where it has

17

to do with the public.

18

if you don't have a situation, you may be able to

19

get away with it.

20

access to the fire stations to be able to get

21

someone in the fire station to react to a situation,

22

you might have to do that.

23
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Within your own personnel,

Where the public is concerned,

Excuse me, Mr. Chair, and I

apologize.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, Mr. Kane.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

In the interests of time and allowing

2

the opportunity for other members to ask questions,

3

understanding that this was received by the Fire

4

Department two weeks ago and that they had already

5

put forward a proposal to us, can we move on?

6

apologize for interrupting Mr. Arakawa, but he's

7

reciting things that the Chief has already

8

acknowledged that they just recently got and that

9

they're going to take steps to try and move in this

And I

10

direction.

11

think it's unfair that another members are not

12

allowed the opportunity to ask questions as well in

13

the given time frame that you have set for your

14

calendar with the Chief.

15

ask the questions, okay, and allow everybody to have

16

their equal time.

17
18
19
20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And we're spending a lot of time and I

Okay.

So I just ask Mr. Arakawa,

Right now we're not doing that.

Thank you for your comment.

Mr. Arakawa, you may proceed.

If you have a

question, present it to the Chief.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Again, what I'm asking basically

21

is that he go over these items and in the budget

22

that is being proposed to us try to incorporate some

23

of these things that I believe should be in the

24

budget if they're not already there.

25

specifically taking out things and noting things
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1

that I believe should be in this year's budget, need

2

corrections, should have been corrected some time

3

ago, a lot of them.

4

time to be specific on some of these.

5

going item by item in the interests of time.

6

this was presented to us, there was an evaluation,

7

there were recommendations, and I want to be able to

8

correlate this year's budget with what the actual

9

needs in the stations are.

So that's why I'm taking the
And I'm not
But

And I believe these are

10

actual needs within the stations this year, this

11

budget, that's why I want to go over these.

12

between now and next go-round I would ask the Chief

13

to really start looking at these things because I am

14

looking at these things and some of these I believe

15

are very critical for the operations.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

18
19

Okay.

And

Point well taken.
So I'll pass at that point.

I

think I have made my point and this is a very good
.list.

And when we're looking at what is needed by

20

the Department, these are station by station.

21

still have to go over the overall operations and

22

there's quite a bit more that we need to go.

23

we were just going to be discussing the budget as

24

being proposed, then I'm going to say whatever is

25

not included in the budget that is listed is
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deficient in our budget request.

2

looking at it that way and how the Department is

3

addressing the actual concerns that were brought up

4

by the Department's consultant.

5
6

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So I'm going to be

All right.

Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I'll try and make my questions

8

real brief.

And you don't have to give me an answer

9

now, but I will be submitting additional questions

10

as well.

11

training positions as out sourced and in the same way

12

that you contracted the services for the evaluation

13

team to come in here, the ESECG to come in.

14

they're up on all of the latest techniques and all

15

of the standards, is there some way that it might

16

work for them to come in and do some of these

17

training sessions and then pass that along to the

18

other individuals?

19

know if that's possible.

20

But if you could consider some of the

That's one thing.

If

And I don't

Clerical pool, central clerical pool.

I

21

don't know if that would work, either.

22

some of my suggestions -- because working in work

23

measurement, that's one of the things that I kind of

24

look at as streamlining.

25

And I'll put

A comparison between your overtime
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1

expenditures that you had last year looking at that

2

as a whole, what did you expend for the positions

3

that we're looking at in expansion positions and do

4

a hard line analysis of is it more prudent for us to

5

be including these as expansion positions because

6

you're expending the same amount of capital in

7

overtime and would that be a good way to go?

8

And I had one more question, and that is:

9

Inasmuch as the evaluation that you just received

10

and you haven't really had a chance to do a final

11

analysis, with the expansion positions that you're

12

asking for, is it really in your view prudent to

13

move forward with this when you may have some things

14

that come up during your evaluation and the

15

strategic planning which is the element that has not

16

yet been done for your Department to move forward

17

with permanent positions where there may be vesting

18

involved so that next year when we come and we look

19

at the budget again, we're facing maybe possible

20

layoffs or terminations or restructuring.

21

are just things that you don't have to give me an

22

answer now.

23

like to get them out there to have other members

24

and, you know, maybe some people in your own

25

Department think about these things.

And those

I'll put them in writing, but I would
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Johnson.

Mr. Molina.

2
3

Thank you, Ms.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Chair, no,

I had a question about

4

Battalion Chiefs, but Mr. Kane asked the question

5

that I had.

6

time I don't have any other questions.

7

on should we proceed with further -- other concerns

8

with the Fire Department,

9

writing or ask questions later.

10
11
12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So he's a good mind reader so at this

Okay.

Maybe later

I may submit them in
Thank you.

Thank you.

Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

I know we're hitting that 3

13

o'clock hour, but, Chief,

just as a concern, and I

14

don't know when I -- Alan brought up this 109

15

through 111 with the different fire stations.

16

think that if you're going to reference some of

17

these facilities features and some -- what does the

18

facility provide and areas of liability, because

19

some of it -- when I looked at the sliding pole,

20

go, wow, you know,

21

know what a sliding pole is,

22

was things that you slide down if you live on the

23

second floor and you got to go to the fire.

24

aside from that,

25

to consider is if some of these things are deemed

I

if you got one store -- I don't
so I thought maybe it

But

I think what is important for you
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1

necessary for you to look at the new Wailea Fire

2

Station that you had looked at some of these things

3

that you may need to improve upon.

4

The second part is a long question and I

5

don't know when you're going to quit, Mr. Chairman,

6

but it has to do with training and this new group of

7

recruits that we're having.

8

my question on that for the Chief because I know

9

he's asking for positions and I don't know -- if

So I am going to save

10

he's short now, when you have a whole group of

11

recruits corning on how he's going to fulfill that

12

whole process?

13

I -- Can you answer it quickly?

So that would be my question and

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

First, Chief, you understand the question?

15

MR.

You're asking me on the proposed hire with

the Wailea fire fighters?

16
17

ISHIKAWA:

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Well, you have a group corning

through right now.

18
19

MR.

ISHIKAWA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

21

MR.

22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

ISHIKAWA:

Right, right.
That you've got people training.

Right, right.
So the next one with I don't know

23

how many and with the manpower that you have, can

24

you accomplish it so that when these people corne in

25

and start working, that they have some know-how on
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how to fight a fire, drive a truck and so on?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chief.

Chief, why don't you give the

3

Committee or the Budget Director give the Committee

4

your schedule of how you plan to address the

5

November 1 Wailea Station opening and how the

6

recruitment program is going to go on, what is your

7

schedule of training -- not training, but

8

recruitment, and then the training prior to the

9

station opening and how you plan to work this out

10
11

with the rest of your operations.
MS. YOSHIMURA:

Budget Director.

Mr. Chair, the Wailea Fire Station is

12

anticipated to open in November.

We had anticipated

13

it opening in September, but due to some delays it

14

has been pushed off to November.

15

month and a half worth of funding for the personnel

16

at Wailea Fire Station in the current Fiscal Year

17

'02 budget.

18

process and therefore that's how we determine the

19

date of May 16th to bring them on.

20

positions have -- or the station has been delayed,

21

we would still like to move forward with the hiring

22

of the positions come June 1.

23

the 16 weeks will bring us through to September or

24

October, and that would leave us about a month to

25

two months prior to the station opening.

We did have a

They go through a 16-week training

Now that the

And we realize that
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1

evaluation showed, the training was far behind the

2

normal or the standard, the national standard, so we

3

would like to use that two months to deploy the new

4

recruits into stations and do a lot of training on

5

the current personnel.

6

Station opens, we would have the full staff there.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

9

Okay.

And then when the Wailea

Mr. Nishiki.
I guess, then, whether we give you

those warm bodies for training or not, you would not

10

be able to fulfill those positions to take care of

11

your necessity for the new recruits?

12

understanding then?

13

MR. ISHIKAWA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

15

Is that my

You're speaking of the new
My concern

lS

you want more people

so that you can train people in this year's budget.

16

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Right, right.

17

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Even despite that we may give you

18

that warm body, you would not be able to fill that

19

prior -- so that you could move along this next

20

class, would you?

21

MR. ISHIKAWA:

That's correct.

22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

So that's how you're looking at

23

it?

Whether you get those warm bodies or not, this

24

new timetable will accomplish the opening of the

25

station and the training of the recruits?
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MR.

ISHIKAWA:

But the intent -- the plan is the -- the

2

intent is to promote the six captains to -- for

3

Wailea, promote the nine Fire Fighter Ills for

4

Wailea, have them train and they in turn assist the

5

training to train the recruits because of the number

6

of recruits that is going to come in.

7

this would be the biggest class that we would be

8

training.

9

from the people that we promote in there and just

We have --

So that is the intent with the assistance

10

for assisting with the training people for

11

supervisory for the recruits.

12

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Right.

So is it my understanding,

13

Mr. Chairman, that the expansions positions have

14

nothing to do with them meeting the deadline or the

15

new station?

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I would say, Mr. Nishiki, you're pretty

17

accurate.

However, if they get all their ducks in

18

line, come July 1st if they had the prescreening

19

already have qualified applicants that they know

20

would be their training officer, logistically they

21

could hire someone July 1st if we appropriate and

22

the Mayor signs the ordinance into law and hire July

23

1st.

24

understand the Chief and his direction, that this

25

would be part of the overall Department's plan to

But I think this is the Chief's -- the way I
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1

improve training for the whole Department, not

2

necessarily the Wailea recruit class or the Wailea

3

Station.

4

makes sense on what they're trying to do to improve

5

the number of hours that the fire fighters have for

6

training.

7

So if we look at it in that light, it

And that's what my comments to you, Members,

8

as we end today's meeting, is that if you have the

9

time, take a look at the consultant work that is --

10

you have presented to you.

11

would say you can either go through myself as your

12

Chairman or channel the appropriate correspondence

13

to the Chief to get some answers.

14

this budget request, as I understand it, and I'm

15

going to be asking you to make a determination, is

16

whether or not you're going to buy the new direction

17

of Maui Fire Department through some of its

18

recommendations by the consultants.

19

If you feel the need, I

Because part of

Okay.

Now, we do know that the budget that has been

20

presented to you by the Mayor was before the Chief

21

had a final opportunity to try and incorporate most

22

of the suggestions that he may want the Department

23

to follow.

24

to the second pass, if you have the questions that

25

you need to have clarification on where the

So I ask you when we get to the -- prior
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1

Department is going to go in the future and what are

2

the short-term phases of requirements, whether it be

3

manpower, equipment, a combination, additional

4

stations, training, that as he can make that clearer

5

to us, we can then tie it into his appropriation

6

requests and whether or not you're going to support

7

it.
Okay.

8
9

Other than that, we already have

existing operational requirements that we need to
Some people brought up Pukoo Substation,

10

consider.

11

and, again, it is a substation.

12

it a full station, we are also looking at additional

13

personnel count, more than likely improvement of the

14

station itself, and besides the land, equipment.

15

Okay?

16

mandated requirements by Charter.

17

would consider in that manner this is a mandated

18

service we provide the people because the people

19

demand it of the County Government.

20

Charter what we're required to provide.

21

If you feel to make

So we're looking at big investments of

Before I end, Chief,

And I hope you

It's in the

I'd just like to know

22

for the Committee's information how well has your

23

Public Safety Commissioners participated in this

24

reorganization program and are there any concerns

25

from the Commissioners that you feel we should be
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1

aware of, whatever it may be, whether it's a

2

financial consideration or the speed of the

3

changeover you're planning to do?

4

MR. ISHIKAWA:

As I stated, we didn't get this evaluation

5

and the Commission meets the beginning of the month.

6

So next week we will have a meeting of the Public

7

Safety Commission and we will inform -- we will give

8

them a copy of this evaluation.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

10

MR. ISHIKAWA:

So they haven't received it.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So they are not aware of a planned

12

reorganization of the Department?

13

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Not presently.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Prior to the August start of this

15

evaluation, Chief, has your Commission been informed

16

of the Department's intentions at least?

17

MR. ISHIKAWA:

I -- I'm not sure because the Deputy Chief

18

attends these Commission meetings.

19

mentioned that we were planning to do some

20

reorganization, but we didn't get into detail with

21

them.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Well,

I believe it was

I would ask that besides using

23

us who comes from -- who we represent nine different

24

districts, my understanding is your Commissioners

25

should also be pretty much geographically diverse
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1

and maybe they can help you in assisting in your

2

priorities for reorganization.

3

Lanai has its own needs, East Maui, Molokai, depends

4

which part of the island you're from,

5

own needs.

6

Commissioners to your advantage.

I'm sure you know

you have your

So you utilize your Public Safety

And, Members, again, if you buy this year's

7
8

proposal, that means we are going to accept

9

reorganization, so it means that we got to follow

10

through.

Okay.

11

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Mr. Chair.

Yes, Mr. Arakawa.
My only concern at this time is

14

that we're not going to be able to talk more about

15

the reorganization and the actual purpose of it and

16

we're not going to be able to have our expert who

17

actually went through in making the recommendations

18

explain these things to us.

19

through this pamphlet as I'm sitting here, there's a

20

lot of things that need explanation.

21

was any possible way to have some kind of a meeting

22

with him to be able to evaluate and to get

23

explanations, I would appreciate that.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And as I'm going

So if there

Chief, if you can make the information of

how to contact your consultant to the Committee, we
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would appreciate that.

2

MR. ISHIKAWA:

Okay.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Members, I would just add that

4

although we have the consultant's assessment,

5

another thing that is important for you, too, prior

6

to your decision making is what the Department and

7

our fire fighters feel is their priority, also, and

8

then we will make the final determination.

9

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Okay.

The other thing I think, Mr.

10

Chair, that's very critical that we have not had

11

that we actually haven't had the response from the

12

fire fighters themselves as to what they think of

13

this whole thing.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We will ask Mr. Kamoku and the fire

15

fighters representation to give us comments and as

16

well as any other comments that the Committee feels

17

required prior to the decision making.
Okay.

18

Anything else?

Members, we do have

19

our 6:00 p.m. meeting this evening at Kula Community

20

Center.

21

so I hope you enjoy your weekend.

22

there is nothing else, this meeting is adjourned.

23

(Gavel. )

24
25

ACTION:
ADJOURN:

Tomorrow is a holiday, Good Friday holiday,
Be safe.

DEFER pending further discussion.

3: 14 p.m.
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